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ince Tax Free Savings Accounts (TFSAs)
were announced in this year’s federal budget, there has been considerable noise about
how employers should start paving the way
to add them to their benefits programs.
Starting in 2009, Canadian residents aged 18 or
older will be eligible to contribute up to $5,000 annually to a TFSA. While contributions will not be taxdeductible, investment earnings and withdrawals will
be tax-free. Withdrawals may be made at any time and
for any reason.
As a savings vehicle, we concur that TFSAs are
a better savings vehicle for your employees than
an RRSP. In the April issue of Benefits and Pensions Monitor, Richard Beliveau and Greg Hurst, of
Morneau Sobeco, painted a very clear picture of the
financial benefits to be had by opting for TFSAs in
‘Tax-free Savings Accounts – New (Tax) Math That
Works!’

fessional management and reduced fees from group
buying power.
Direct Compensation
However, it is direct compensation. An employer
can make a contribution to the employee’s plan
today and the employee can withdraw it tomorrow.
Certainly, the employer could put conditions such
as it will no longer match employee contributions if
the money is withdrawn, but TFSAs are designed to
allow people to withdraw the money, especially the
investment returns.
More important, however, is that most believe
employer sponsored TFSAs will fall under the CAP
guidelines. This shifts the responsibility for educating and informing employees to the employer along
with monitoring the providers and all the other bells
and whistles employers now have to ring and blow to
satisfy those guidelines.

Beware The TFSA!
World Of Difference
However, from our perspective, there is a world
of difference between an employer retirement savings plan and an employee’s personal savings
plan. Employers need to think long and hard about
whether or not they belong in the business of helping
their employees save.
In the former, the employer is offering a vehicle where money is put aside for the day when the
employee can longer (or is no longer willing to) continue working. It is a form of deferred compensation
– money the employee has earned, but will receive in
the future when they retire.
Many employers also give employees the
opportunity to save for their own retirement by
allowing the employee to make their own contributions. In some cases, they are even encouraging
it by matching some or all of the employee’s contribution. In return, the employee gets the advantage of professional management and lower fees
than they would have to pay for saving for retirement on their own.
Compare this to the TFSA. True, with an employer
sponsored TSFA, employees would benefit from pro-
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Employees also leave themselves open to legal
liability for disputes over fees and everything else
lawyers can dream up to help unhappy plan members get their day in court.
One counter-argument for providing this benefit
to employees is the attraction argument. What if the
guy down the street offers my candidate the same
money and has an employer-sponsored TFSA? Offer
them $5,000 more and tell them to set up their own
TFSA.
Frankly, employers have enough on their plate in
providing employees with the pension and healthcare
benefits they need without wading into the realm of
employee personal savings.
Somewhere the employee needs to take some
personal responsibility. Those wise enough will recognize the benefits of setting up their own TFSA.
Those who aren’t, shouldn’t be looking at their
employer to do so. 			
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Klinck

Oswald

Ripsman

Walker

Cruikshanks

Walwyn

Brodkin

Mavroudis

Woolverton

Folk

Hicks Morley

Terra Klinck is a partner in the pension and benefits
practice group at Hicks Morley Hamilton Stewart
Storie LLP. She was formerly a partner in the pension and benefits department of a national full service firm.

Guardian Capital

George Mavroudis is chief executive officer of
Guardian Capital LP. His institutional background
is extensive with several years as a senior executive
at JPMorgan Asset Management. J.J. Woolverton is
chairman. He will assist Mavroudis in the orderly
transition of the current management responsibilities
and, going forward, provide assistance and guidance
to the CEO in executing strategic initiatives.

CWT

Scott Scobie is general manager of CWT. He joined
the CWB Group in August 2005 as managing director, sales and marketing, CWT.

PH&N

Colin Ripsman is a vice-president with the institutional portfolio manager team at Phillips, Hager &
North Investment Management Ltd. He will have
responsibilities in the areas of Defined Contribution
thought leadership and product development and will
also have relationship management responsibilities.

Invesco Trimark

Chris Walker is vice-president of institutional sales
at Invesco Trimark. He will be responsible for growing its Defined Contribution pension plan business
in Canada.

Bissett

Michele Horne is president of Bissett Investment
Management. She joined the company in 1997. Garey
Aitken is chief investment officer. He is a 15-year
industry veteran and joined the firm in 1998.
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Hewitt

August Cruikshanks is director of research for
Hewitt Associates’ Canadian investment consulting
practice. He worked with Hewitt from 1998 to 2003.
He left in 2003 to become managing director, public
market investments, at OPSEU pension trust.

Baker & McKenzie

Donna Walwyn has returned to the Toronto, ON, office
of Baker & McKenzie as head of the pensions and
employee benefits practice. Prior to joining the firm,
she practiced in the area of pensions and employee
benefits law with a boutique firm.

Ontario CPBI

Wendy Brodkin has been awarded with the CPBI
Ontario region’s first Volunteer Recognition Award.
The president of T. Rowe Price Canada earned the
honour for her years of service to the CPBI Ontario
region board including a term as chairman. She is a
member of the editorial advisory board of Benefits
and Pensions Monitor.

PEOPLE
Submit your People
items for consideration
for publication in Benefits and Pensions Monitor to admin@powershift.ca

Northern Trust

John Folk is senior vice-president, client service
and operations, and Valerie Hull is vice-president,
finance, for Northern Trust Canada. Folk joins the
firm after 14 years with State Street Canada where
he was senior vice-president, institutional investor
services, and co-head of investor services operations for Canadian pension, investment management, and corporate clients. Hull has in excess of
10 years experience working in the financial services
industry, most recently with Goodman & Company,
Investment Counsel Ltd.

SSgA

Randy Oswald is a vice-president at State Street
Global Advisors (SSgA). Prior to joining the firm,
he was vice-president, relationship management, at
TD Asset Management.
■
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‘Too Little, Too Late’
Says Van Riesen

While we have the focus and the ability to
take measures to revive Defined Benefit pension plans in Canada, we need the will, says
Gretchen Van Riesen, former vice-president,
global pensions and benefits, at CIBC. Speaking at the Conference Board of Canada’s 2008
Pensions Summit as part of a panel discussing pension reform, she said only now when
there is a crisis facing DB plans are we getting
down to looking at the changes that need to be
made. Unfortunately, it may be a case of “too
little, too late.” She said many corporations
have come to the conclusion that they are not
in the business of providing pension plans and
that they can provide Defined Contribution
plans with no financial risk.

“The role that HR plays in making plan design decisions
is expected to increase in five years.”

Access To Cancer
Specialists Provided

ACE Life has added CAREpath’s Navigation System
to its group critical illness plan – Spectrum. The plan
will now offer access to a network of cancer specialists
to its clients. Its provides individuals who have been
recently diagnosed with cancer with one-on-one telephone counselling, guidance, and support through the
stages of treatment.

NEWS

Non-disclosure Has
Potential For Liability

Non-disclosure of revenue-sharing arrangements involving self-dealing for Defined Contribution pension plans has a real potential for
liability under Canadian law, says Markus
Kremer, of Borden Ladner Gervais LLP.
Speaking at the firm’s ‘Pension Group Seminar,’ he also said it won’t be just the sponsor
who is sued, it could be the providers. Under
the Pension Benefits Act, administrators and
agents must exercise the same care, diligence,
and skill that a person of ordinary prudence
would exercise in dealing with another person’s property. Agents could include lawyers,
consultants, custodians, and other providers.
He noted that in the U.S., there have been
more than a dozen cases in recent years based
on breaches in fiduciary duty relating to fees
and expenses. He expects similar types of
actions could be coming to Canada.

Concerns Diminish
On Pension Risk

Changing views of Canadian chief financial officers (CFOs) about the nature of the
pension funding crisis are expected to give
human resources executives more latitude to
use plan design for employee attraction and
retention in the future, says the Watson Wyatt/
Conference Board of Canada ‘2008 Survey on
Pension Risk.’ Twenty-six per cent of CFOs
responding to the fifth annual survey indicated that they felt the crisis was long-lasting,
down from highs of 61 per cent in 2006 and
48 per cent in 2007. Meanwhile, 31 per cent of
CFOs view the crisis as cyclical. “The extent
to which respondents believe that CFOs must
be heavily involved in making plan design
decisions seems to be on the decline, allowing
greater involvement of vice-presidents HR in
the future,” said Ian Markham, director, pension innovation, Watson Wyatt Worldwide.
Benefits and Pensions Monitor – May 2008
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Here’s a novel idea: technology that produces results rather than frustration. With our single, global operating
platform, Northern Trust enables you to quickly access the financial information, reporting and accounting
required to meet your many needs. Putting accurate detail at your fingertips, and an end to hunting and gathering.
To learn more, call Robert Baillie at 416-775-2217 or visit northerntrust.com.

Asset Management | Asset Servicing | Wealth Management

Spending On Drugs Up In 2007

Spending on drugs in Canada was up 7.1 per cent in 2007. Speaking at ESI Canada’s annual ‘Outcomes’ conference, John Herbert,
director of business development, said drug spend last year increased
to $665, doubling what was spent 2000. The rising cost is due to a
greater number of claims per claimant, in part due to the aging population, and increasing cost per script due to inflation and therapeutic
mix of drugs.

Desjardins & Co.
Putting all of Desjardins to work for your business.

Smoking Cessation Has Payback

Employer sponsored smoking cessation programs can result in
a “large payback” at a small investment. Speaking at ‘Health and
Safety 2008,’ the International Accident Prevention Association’s
(IAPA) annual trade show and conference, Andrea Docherty, a senior
co-ordinator with the Canadian Cancer Society’s Smokers’ Helpline,
said employers can save more than $3,300 per employer each year in
costs related to smoking. This comes from reduced absenteeism and
increased productivity with former smokers.

Older Workers Want Shorter Work Week

Companies looking to retain older workers are going to have to offer
perks such as shorter work weeks and flexible hours, says a workplace
survey from RBC. Canadians who are 55 years of age and older would
prefer to work Tuesday through Thursday and work mainly in the
morning from nine to noon. “With unemployment levels at an all time
low, good employees are harder to find. Older workers are becoming
an integral part of the Canadian workforce and employers need to look
at ways of retaining and attracting them,” says Christianne Paris, vicepresident, recruitment and learning. “Employers may have to alter the
work environment or their recruitment profiles to suit older workers
who are looking for more flexibility in their lives as they either transition into retirement or look to come back into the workforce.”

Limits On Funding Worsens
Plan Deficits

The decline of Defined Benefit pension plans in Canada is being
exacerbated by federal laws and regulations that foster employer
underfunding, says a study by the C.D. Howe Institute. ‘Lifting
the Lid on Pension Funding: Why Income-Tax-Act Limits on
Contributions Should Rise’ says one example is the prohibition
by the federal Income Tax Act of sponsor contributions to singleemployer, DB plans when their assets exceed recorded liabilities
by 10 per cent. Recent volatility in asset prices and interest rates,
and resulting volatility in DB plan balance sheets, highlights the
desirability of raising – or even removing – this restriction. Limiting employer contributions stops plan sponsors from saving in fat
years to cushion lean ones. It either forces sponsors to inflate the
size of reported liabilities so the cap does not constrain funding, or
stops companies from pursuing consistent contribution strategies
as interest rates and asset markets fluctuate.		
n

At Desjardins Trust, we treat your business like
one of our own. And our seasoned asset custody
team has reliable and flexible business solutions
just for you.
* Asset custody * Settlement of transactions on national
and international markets * Income control and
collection * Capital cash inflow from matured or
redeemed securities * Foreign tax management
* Foreign exchange operations * Market event
monitoring * Proxy follow-up * Administration of
derivative products * Securities lending

Desjardins: an informed business team.

Correction

The listing for Cordiant Capital in the October issue of Benefits and
Pensions Monitor’s Money Managers’ Directory contained some
unrelated additional information.
The correct listing is:
CORDIANT CAPITAL INC. David G. Creighton, President & CEO;
1010 Sherbrooke St. W., Ste. 2400, Montreal, QC H3A 2R7 PH:
514-286-4203 Fax: 514-286-1142 eMail: dcreighton@cordiantcap.com Web: www.cordiantcap.com
Benefits and Pensions Monitor – May 2008

For further information,
please contact the Asset Custody Team at
514-286-3100, extension 0, or 1-800-361-6840, extension 0.
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he relationship between pension plan
sponsors and money managers can be a
delicate one at times.
Sponsors say they’re irked, from time
to time, by a number of habits exhibited by money
managers. Among them, rigid investment philosophies and a lack of communication top the list.
However, sponsors also say they, too, can be at fault
sometimes when expectations aren’t met, and that
both sides have some work to do.
Jim Saddington, pension specialist for the Heart
& Stroke Foundation of Canada, has known money
managers unwilling to listen or adapt to the needs
he, as a sponsor, had. He recalls a former money
manager who was stubbornly attached to the value
of Nortel shares years ago. Not satisfied with the
plan’s results, Saddington and his committee asked
for more flexibility and a review of their approach,
but change never came. The money manager was put
on notice and dropped.
“The feeling that irritated my committee most
was that they (the money managers) were slaves
to their own policy,” Saddington says. “If you’re a
value manager in today’s market and you’re not getting particularly good results, you’ve got to be more

– a shift towards more customized investment plans.
Currently, however, he says more money managers are offering tailored approaches, which require
a more open attitude on their part. “Things are moving towards customized solutions and getting away
from just delivering the package and walking away.
It means money managers have to be more aware of
what our requirements are and what’s happening.”
It Takes Two
Of course, it always takes two to make a relationship right. Sponsors must work harder to clearly
define their objectives, Wahl says, or else it’s tough
to pass judgment. If a money manager is hired with
a specific risk/return profile in mind, it’s a sponsor’s job to make that known and to give them a risk
budget to work with. If goals aren’t clearly outlined,
a money manager may justly assume they were hired
to generate returns, he says. As a result, expectations
remain out of sync and, in the end, both parties may
be left wondering what went wrong.
“I feel sorry for them sometimes. Being a money
manager is tough. We don’t always make the rules
or requirements clear to them so when something
goes wrong, it’s usually more of a style problem on

Sponsors & Money Managers –
A Delicate Working Relationship
speculative and with
a pension plan you
don’t want to take
too much risk.”
Ever since, they’ve
opted to work with
more open money
managers, willing
to listen and communicate.
Not Always
Seeing Eye To Eye
To Gerry Wahl,
assistant treasurer
of pension plans at
Teck Cominco Limited, risk management is the primary
concern for sponsors, and that’s precisely what some
money managers fail to understand. They can be too
focused on generating returns, he says, but overseeing
pensions demands a different attitude altogether.
“The reality is I’m managing risk, but they like
to talk more about returns. They say they have solutions to our problems, but many don’t understand
what our problems really are.”
In his experience, many money managers present
cookie-cutter solutions that they can apply to a lot of
people with risk/return profiles that they assume will fit
into any portfolio. He thinks there should be more of a
focus on the specific risk/return needs of plan sponsors
Benefits and Pensions Monitor – May 2008

their part.”
A committee
member, for a large
public pension plan
in Western Canada,
agrees that sometimes money managers may not be in
tune with the true
goals of sponsors.
Typically, they’re
fixated on benchmark indexes and
working to outperform other money
managers, he says.
His committee, on
the other hand, is
mainly focused on
keeping the plan sustainable and focused primarily on
the actuarial rates.
Yet, like so many examples in life he says, if
positive results are coming in it’s hard to complain. With several highly experienced money
managers servicing them, their plan remains well
above the five-year benchmark average. Right
now, he explains they have a great deal of faith
in their money managers and tend not to question
their methods if things are going well. “Both sides
will always have different philosophies for sure,
but when they’re (money managers) going beyond
what you need, then it’s all good to me.”
■

SPONSOR’S
DESK
By: George
Di Falco
George Di Falco is
Benefits and Pensions
Monitor’s staff writer
(gdifalco@powershift.
ca).
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LIFE’S BRIGHTER
when your plans deliver on their promise
Your benefit and savings plans have a big role to play in achieving your strategic
goals. So you need a business partner with the experience and resources to help
you drive employee engagement. For the more than 11,000 organizations who
partner with Sun Life Financial to ensure their group benefit and savings plans
deliver on their promise, life’s brighter under the sun.

group benefits
group retirement services
www.sunlife.ca
Group Benefits and Group Retirement Services are provided by Sun Life Assurance Company of Canada,
a member of the Sun Life Financial group of companies.
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f studies are correct, 3.3 million Canadians over
the age of 15 are affected by a sleep disorder. So
what does this mean for the workplace? Research
shows that a lack of adequate sleep can hinder
any employee’s mental prowess, lower performance,
and lead to on the job accidents and injury.
Sleep disorders can also be hazardous to an employee’s overall health. For instance, a British study released
in 2007 found that adults who do not get enough sleep
were twice as likely to die of heart disease.
Trouble In The Workplace
These days, some employees, faced with the
demands of their positions, will bring home extra
work and burn the midnight oil to get it all done.
Such habits may affect a person’s sleep patterns and
decrease productivity during working hours. Another
work-related contributor to sleep deprivation is the
increasingly lengthy commutes that many people are
taking to travel from home to work and back.
Mark Rosekind, president and chief scientist of
Alertness Solutions, translates scientific knowledge
on sleep, performance, and alertness into strategies
that improve safety and productivity. “Our whole
society has moved toward a 24/7 kind of economy,”

early in the morning. Stress, too much caffeine,
depression, changes in work shifts, and pain from
certain medical problems, such as arthritis, are all
major contributors. Thirty to 40 per cent of adults
experience some bout of insomnia annually.
◆ Sleep apnea, commonly associated with snoring,
is an inconsistent pause in breathing during sleep.
◆ Narcolepsy is marked by recurring, irrepressible
attacks of sleep during normal waking hours. The
cause isn’t known, but its presence may increase
the risk of accidents.
Getting Ready For Bed
Fortunately, individuals who have sleep disorders
can be helped. On a personal level, they can:
◆ keep a pen and pad of paper next to their beds to jot
down some of what’s racing through their minds
◆ exercise regularly, at least a few hours before
bedtime
◆ avoid drinking alcohol or caffeinated beverages
in the afternoon and evening
◆ reduce the noise and light in their bedroom
◆ establish a bed-time routine such as reading for a
few minutes before sleeping.
Most sleep disorders are common, but that

Dreaming Of A Better Night’s Sleep
he says. He adds many people are now working
around the clock in retail, banking, information technology, and the media, not to mention those employees who participate in shift-work.
It’s not just frontline employees that may not be
getting enough sleep. Managers, CEOs, presidents,
and other top level employees are even more at risk
of working long hours due to their travel schedules,
eMail overload, and greater responsibilities within
their companies.
Symptoms To Look For
Getting the required eight hours of shut-eye each
day can be a challenge for any employee, but certain
occupations are more demanding. Regardless of the
industry in which they work, managers would be wise
to watch out for the signs of dyssomnia, or disturbed
sleep patterns, in all employees. Symptoms include:
◆ frequent sleepiness during work hours
◆ difficulty concentrating
◆ lapses in memory
◆ poor performance, worse than usual
◆ mood changes such as being more irritable
◆ drinking extra caffeinated beverages to stay awake
These signs do not necessarily confirm a sleep
disorder, as each problem will display its own symptoms. However, managers should consider monitoring and talking to employees who appear to be tired
or out-of-sorts.
Many types of dyssomnias can affect an employee’s restfulness. The most commonly known are:
◆ Insomnia may cause a person to not be able to
fall asleep, to wake up during the night and not
be able to fall back asleep, or to wake up very
Benefits and Pensions Monitor – May 2008

doesn’t mean they should be ignored. Rather, a visit
to the family doctor for a proper examination and
follow-up should be encouraged. Some sleep disorders are easily treated, while others can be the cause
of a more serious, underlying medical condition.
To Bed, To Sleep
Providing a safe working environment includes
ensuring that you monitor the amount of work, and
extra work, that employees and staff take on. A good
working environment should have the necessary
motivators to ensure productivity while maintaining
a healthy work and life balance. And that includes an
employee’s ability to get the sleep they need. After
all, a rested employee is a productive employee. ■

HEALTH
MATTERS
By: Caroline
Tapp-McDougall
Caroline Tapp-McDougall is the publisher of
Solutions: Canada’s
Family Guide to Home
Health Care and Wellness and the author of
The Complete Canadian Eldercare Guide
(solutions@bcsgroup.
com).
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s we all know, private equity has been
receiving its fair share of press coverage
lately and investors have started looking
at the asset class to determine its appropriateness. However, there are some important issues
that need to be well understood before committing to
the asset class.
Let’s start with a brief summary on the asset class.
Private equity funds are typically structured as 10-year
limited partnerships to establish limited liability protection for investors and to allow the tax characteristics of the expenses and profits to flow through to the
investors. These limited partnerships usually have the
following broad patterns of cash flow:
u cash is sent to the fund during the first three years
u cash continues to be sent and cash distributions
commence during years four and five
u net distributions are received from year six through
the remaining life of the fund
This pattern results in the so-called J-curve. This
cash flow pattern is also why investors must look at
private equity investing as a long-term investment.
Value Creation
We need to understand that the value creation for

of the buyer and seller and to mitigate the downside
risk. As well, private equity investors make sure the
interests of the company management are aligned
with theirs. The majority or significant investor in a
private company does influence the strategy the company follows and can take steps to improve operations
as required to realize the objective of the investment.
When you wish to sell a private company, the
right timing is a function of the interest of a buyer,
more than general market conditions. The sale process is complicated and time-consuming. The negotiation of terms and the myriad of issues involved
with selling a company are best handled by people
with deep experience in these transactions. It’s a far
cry from the process of selling public shares.
When looking for a team to invest in, you need
to look for:
u key people at the firm with a savvy blend of knowledge and instincts as well as inspirational leadership
u management skills to build great company and
investment teams
u selling skills to source new deals and attract great
managers
u negotiating skills to find good bargains and exiting intelligently

Challenges For Investing
In Private Equity
private equity is distinct from that of public equities. For example, the private equity manager must
have complete access to detailed inside company
information before making an investment decision,
whereas a public market investor is limited to the
information that is available in the public domain.
Much of that information is carefully edited by
legal and investor relations professionals, making it
less informative in due diligence than the raw data
available to the private equity manager.
The sourcing of investment opportunities is
unique or proprietary which means that it is important to select a manager that has a well-developed
business and financial network to source new investment opportunities.
Influence The Strategy
Financial engineering is used in structuring
private equity deals in order to align the interests
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You also need to see some fundamental attributes
in the team, starting with highly ethical behaviour
and a relentless need to improve and succeed.
The next task is choosing the right investment vehicle.
You can invest directly in companies, but that
involves doing every aspect of private equity investing yourself. This approach offers the highest potential returns, but also the highest risk and requires
specialized dedicated in-house resources.
You can invest in one or more private equity
funds. With this approach, risk will be lower through
partial diversification, but most funds have high minimum investment thresholds and the best funds are
hard to access.
Manager Selection
You could invest in a fund of funds where you
completely outsource the tasks of selection and
access. These usually provide access to top quartile
managers and should have the lowest risk because
of professional management and full diversification.
As well, they offer the power of pooled capital to
provide meaningful economies of scale and leverage
of your capital resources. 		
n

Market
Monitor
By: Pierre
Luc Gariépy
Pierre Luc Gariépy
is vice-president at
Kensington Investment Management Inc.
(plgariepy@kcpl.ca).
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rends in allocation to alternative investments over the last year reflect increasing
adoption of a variety of LDI approaches,
as well as a desire for assets with a positive correlation to inflation and visible, predictable
cash flow.
Real estate is still attracting strong commitments,
often with the only constraint being hitting policy
target maximums, largely as a result of weaker performance from public markets, with the effect of
increasing the real estate allocation.
Private equity remains stable, but there are indications that while plan sponsors will continue to
increase their effective exposure as they receive cash
calls from the partnerships, commitments to new
funds are being curtailed.
Infrastructure continues to attract strong inter-

est, but the uptake lags the desire to get involved
by a considerable margin. Most investment in infrastructure so far has come from the larger funds that
have the internal expertise to evaluate the opportunities and the ability to make the large investments
required for equity participation in large-scale infrastructure projects.
The dramatic run-up in the price of oil, precious and industrial metals, and a wide range of
agricultural products has sparked some new allocations to commodities. Some sponsors adopt a
passive approach, usually by investing in an index
like the most-widely used GSCI (Goldman Sachs
Commodity Index) or the Dow Jones – AIG Index,
while others have chosen to engage CTAs (Commodity Trading Advisors) to run a portfolio of
managed futures.

Trends In Allocation To Alternative
Investments 2007-2008
By: David G.
Mather
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ALLOCATION TO ALTERNATIVES
Fund

Size
$ bn

Real
Estate

Private
Equity

ABP1

292

9%

5%

Alberta
Invest Mgmt

74

6

1.2

Bank of Montreal

3.7

bcIMC

83

11.2

4.1

British Telecom

80

25.1

4.1

Canada Post

14

1.1

CalPERS2

244

10

10

CalSTRS

177

11.3

9.3

Private
Debt

1.1

Hedge
Funds

Infrastructure

Commodities

Other

5%

2%

3%

2%

2.7
6.7

0.2
2.6

4.4

6.1

3.7

2.0

CDP

257

16.2

12

4.6

CMHC

1.2

9.7

CPPIB

116

5.4

9.5

4

9.0

4.6

GM Canada

9

7.7

0.8

Harvard

42

10

13

HOOPP

28

9.3

3.8

Hydro Quebec

13

5.4

I.W.A.

3.2

4.5

Labourers’
Cent. & East

1.8

4.0

1.2

David G. Mather is executive vice-president at Integrated Asset Management
(dmather@iamgroup.ca).

0.2

2.2
10.1
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INSIDE

0.6

Why Invest In Real Estate
See Page 23

1.7
0.7

2.2

5.4

Montreal Police

3.8

5.3

6.6

MUC Transit

3.4

8.0

7.1

National Bank

1.8
9

4.1

1.3

8.6

5.0

1.5

Nova Scotia

2.3

2.9

Laval University

NBIMC

3.6
5

CBC

CSSB (Manitoba)

1.2

An increasing number of funds are
taking a portfolio approach to a number
of alternative asset classes, rolling them
together into a basket called real assets.
This category includes real estate, producing oil and gas properties, timber, and
infrastructure.
Most of the large funds in Canada have
target allocations to alternatives in the 30
per cent to 40 per cent range, some higher.
They are actively moving towards those
targets. Smaller funds that previously had
no exposure to alternative investments are
beginning to diversify as well, with real
estate normally their first foray outside public stocks and bonds.
■

0.8
4.0

7.6

0.2

5.9

1.9

17.1

20

Directory
Alternative Investment
Managers
See Page 27

Pension
NSAHO

2.3

1.6

2.4

OMERS

52

12.5

10

Ont. Pension
Board

15

13.5

Ont. Teachers’3

108

15

OPSEU4

13

5.3

PEBA (SK)

4.1

5.7

Princeton5

16

PSP Invest6

35

10

8

R.R. Desjardins

5.2

2.1

3.2

3.6

Rockefeller
Foundation7

3.4

11

18

8.3

1.0

20

9

8

3

2.2

1.7
22

25

20
8

Telus

4.2

5.9

TRAF8

4.7

11

5

UBC Endow9

1.1

7

8

U of T (UTAM)10

5.4

15

15

U of Quebec

2.2

7.9

3.7

5.0

Via Rail

1.8

0.1

Yale11

23

2

1.4
12

1.1
1

3.1

5.1

18.7

23.3
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4

13
15
2.4
27.1

NOTES:
1
other is innovation
2
other is inflation linked
3
infrastructure includes timber,
other is absolute return
4
target allocation
5
other is real assets
6
other is absolute return strategies
7
other is real assets
8
target allocation
9
RE includes infrastructure
and REITs
10
other is real assets, including
RE and commodities
11
other is real assets
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Gauging the
Temperature
Canadian Urban’s team of experienced specialists has been taking
the temperature of the Canadian real estate investment environment
for close to 40 years. We have delivered first quartile total returns on
an eight year annualized basis.*
Entrust your next transaction to us. Many Canadian
and international pension funds already do.
*performance independently measured by the Investment Property Databank.

www.canadianurban.com
Edmonton: 1.780.424.7722
Toronto: 1.416.367.1300
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o these problems sound familiar?
“We thought bonds would yield seven
per cent forever.”
“Stock markets seem more and more

volatile.”
“Our 10 per cent surplus seemed to turn into a 15
per cent deficit overnight.”
“Dividend paying stocks and bonds are not throwing off enough cash to pay pensions.”
“None of our assets seem to move in tandem with
our cost of living inflation liabilities.”
If they do sound familiar, then real estate as an
asset class and its underlying investments may make
sense for your pension plan.
Why invest in real estate? It can:
◆ Generate attractive risk adjusted returns
◆ Stabilize a portfolio due to its relatively low standard deviation if not leveraged

over 10 and 20 years respectively as of December
31, 2007. The standard deviation was 3.1 per cent
and 4.6 per cent annualized over the same 10- and
20-year periods
How does real estate compare to bonds or
equities?
The Dex Universe Bond Index returned 6.3 per
cent annualized over the 10-year period in question
with a standard deviation of 3.7 per cent annualized.
The 20-year Dex Universe Bond Index return was
8.9 per cent annualized and the standard deviation
was 5.1 per cent annualized. The MSCI EAFE Index
had 10- and 20-year annualized returns of 5.1 per
cent and 6.3 per cent annualized respectively and
13.1 per cent and 15.2 per cent annualized standard
deviations for those time frames. If you explore
Canadian and U.S. equity benchmarks versus IPD,

Why Invest In Real Estate?
◆ Diversify a portfolio because it has a low correla-

tion with other asset classes
◆ Generate strong monthly cash flows to pay pensions
◆ Provide asset/liability matching opportunity

What is the downside?
Real estate oscillates through cycles of tight supply leading to higher unsustainable valuations, followed by over-supply, a slowing economic cycle
leading to depressed values. The decompression can
happen swiftly. Combined with low liquidity and
high transaction costs, it can take years to reach a
new equilibrium.
On the plus side, the Canadian commercial real
estate market has witnessed improved supply discipline over the past decade. This is due in large part
to the increased presence of professional pension
investment into the asset class.
What do real estate market returns look like
historically?
Canadian pension plans tend to use the IPD Canadian Annual Property Index as their commercial real
estate benchmark. It excludes cash and leverage. It
returned 13 per cent and 9.2 per cent annualized

Benefits and Pensions Monitor – May 2008

you will find some very interesting results.
Historically, the IPD benchmark generated attractive risk adjusted returns complementing traditional
equity and bond indexes and protected buying power.
In terms of simplicity and understanding, pension
committees are more comfortable with real estate
and its historical presence than alternative strategies
such as hedge funds, credit derivatives, 130/30, etc.

By: Peter
Cuthbert &
Bob Milner

To what extent should a pension plan use real
estate? What do pension plans actually do?
For a compelling authoritative study on many
aspects of Canadian pension real estate, you should
read the 1994 study from the University of British
Columbia Bureau of Asset Management by Stanley
W. Hamilton and Robert L. Heinkel entitled ‘The
Role of Real Estate In A Pension Portfolio.’ Hamilton
and Heinkel observed “having considered the liquidity and management issues relating to real estate, we
conclude that real estate should comprise between five
per cent and 15 per cent of the pension portfolio.”
Typically, a pension committee reaches this same
conclusion as the result of an asset liability study con-
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There are alternatives to market returns
Although they have been around for many years,
alternative investments, such as hedge funds, have been
off-limits for most pension funds. Until now.

Today, hedge funds with a low
market correlation are being utilized
as an important diversification tool for
many Canadian pensions, and a new
institutional class of funds
is emerging to meet this need.

JCClark:
❁

Manages a series of long/short equity
funds backed up by the operational capabilities and risk management processes
demanded by institutional investors

❁

Manages one of Canada’s oldest and most
successful hedge fund programs

❁

Offers long/short equity hedge funds that
seek to generate positive absolute returns
on capital in various market conditions

❁

Focuses on security selection combined
with low beta-adjusted net exposure that
has historically led to capital protection
in difficult market periods

JCClark.
Institutional Alternatives.
For more information,
please contact Sean Wynn
at 416.361.4533,
or visit our Web site at
www.jcclark.com

JCClark is a member of The Investment Dealers Association of Canada (IDA), The Canadian
Investor Protection Fund (CIPF), and the Alternative Investment Management Association
(AIMA). JCClark is also a participating organization of the Toronto Stock Exchange (TSX),
and operates under the jurisdiction of all Canadian Provincial Securities Commissions.

JCClark
Alternative Investments.
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ducted by its plan actuary and asset consultants. The traditional balanced asset mix that
many pension plans used in the 1970s through
2008 held no direct real estate investments.
This absence ties back to the historical evolution of pension funding and investment management in Canada.
In the 1940s through to the early 1970s,
many large Defined Benefit plan sponsors
transferred pension liabilities each year off
their enterprise balance sheet via annual,
serial purchases of deferred annuities from
life insurance companies. The insurers generally matched these pension liabilities against
long-term government bonds and, ironically
and to a lesser extent, real estate assets.
In the 1970s, many plan sponsors selfinsured, retaining the assets and liabilities
inside pension trusts and hiring independent investment managers. Most of these
investment boutiques and their clients did
not have the expertise or infrastructure to
directly invest in real estate. Few plans in
that era conducted asset liability studies.
How much real estate do Canadian
pension plans actually own now?
A proxy for Canadian DB pension plans
asset allocations is found in the Pension
Investment Association of Canada (PIAC)
public domain statistics. PIAC membership
assets were $168 billion in 1990 with 4.2
per cent allocated to real estate. At the end of
2006, PIAC member assets were $873 billion
with 7.2 per cent in real estate. Larger Canadian plans hold higher real estate allocations.
At the end of 2006, if you drilled into the asset
mix of the top 10 pension plans in Canada,
you would find that at least six of them have
double-digit real estate asset allocations, with
two of them at 14 per cent. Be sure to check
the PIAC website in June to see the most
recent various asset class allocations.
How do pension plans invest in real
estate?
Plans with a single balanced fund manager typically have no direct ownership
of real estate. They participate indirectly
through the equity markets buying shares of
listed real estate companies and/or units of
Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs).
Both are liquid investments, valued daily,
and subject to market volatility. The value
of shares and REITs can be at odds with the
underlying value of the real estate holdings
and arbitrage opportunities can occur. In the
early to mid-1990s, several large Canadian
Benefits and Pensions Monitor – May 2008

pension plans privatized publicly traded
real estate companies whose share prices
were below the long-term appraised value
of their real estate holdings.
Larger plans take a first step into the
direct ownership of real estate in the form
of investing in an open ended pooled fund
and/or a closed end real estate partnership
or fund. The open pool provides liquidity
for rebalancing the pension plan assets.
This is more difficult with closed end funds.
The open fund liquidity feature has a cost
due to the cash carried. Closed end funds
usually will not carry cash.
Expect both products to require a plan
sponsor to sign a drawdown agreement.
Draws will occur as buildings are purchased.
Funds may distribute excess cash quarterly.
New funds conduct a fund-raising period to
secure equity drawdown commitments.
Is leverage used?
Some also add leverage equal to up to
100 per cent of the equity or 50 per cent
of the total fund value. Historically, a fund
with low leverage likely sought, long term,
to earn five to seven per cent from income
(net rent) and two to three per cent from
capital gains. If they added leverage at 50
per cent of fund value, the probable expectation was to add another two to three per
cent to the returns. With 10-year bond yields
in the sub four per cent range, modify your
expectations downward.
A frank discussion with any prospective fund manager on return expectations
is worthwhile. Understand clearly whether
your pension committee is using real estate
as a bond substitute or as an equity hybrid.
This should influence the product suited for
the pension plan’s needs.
The base investment management fees
on these structures often range from 0.75
per cent to one per cent. There may be performance fees for beating the benchmark
and transaction fees when buildings are
bought and sold. Verify all the fees associated with a fund.
A variation on the fund structure is a
semi-open fund that periodically re-opens to
fund-raising and has no pre-determined end
date. The closed end funds will have a predetermined windup date and the portfolio
will likely be sold off and cash distributed
to investors. An open fund is perpetual in
structure and, therefore, has no windup date,
but may halt entry to new investors once its
assets reach a certain critical mass. An open

fund may schedule redemptions over one
month to three years. Know the rules.
Capping an open fund may be due to
conflict of interest. As an open pool grows,
it might compete for the same real estate
assets that the fund manager is seeking for a
segregated real estate client. It is important to
understand what other funds and clients a prospective manager has and how its resources and
conflict of interest policy will protect clients.
How often are valuations carried out?
Valuations may be placed on the fund
units daily or monthly. All properties should
be valued externally at least once per year.
Ensure the appraisers are accredited and at
full arm’s length from the fund manager or
any of its subcontractors.
Real estate is not a panacea investment
for all the challenges facing pension investors, but a carefully crafted real estate portfolio can form part of the solution in building a relevant asset mix designed to face
today’s issues head on.
A pension asset consultant can readily introduce Canadian plan sponsors to a
menu of competent real estate managers
who benchmark against IPD and can successfully implement various domestic and
foreign real estate investment strategies.
Finally, reflecting upon why to invest in
real estate, jump into a time machine and
travel back to 1947. That year, oil was found
at Leduc, AB; India gained independence
from British rule; and Princess Elizabeth
married the Duke of Edinburgh. In sports,
the Toronto Maple Leafs defeated the Montreal Canadians four games to two to win
their third Stanley Cup of the decade.
More importantly for our purposes,
the first wave of Canadian baby boomers
(1947-1966) was born including Burton
Cummings, Ken Dryden, Kim Campbell,
and Michael Ignatieff.
Fast-forward 60-plus years. Guess what,
those boomers want to retire and that
requires cash.
You better look at buying
some real estate.
■
Peter Cuthbert is vice-president,
real estate, at Standard Life
Investments (Real Estate) Inc.
(peter.cuthbert@standardlife.
ca). Bob Milner is senior vicepresident, sales, at Standard
Life Investments Inc. (bob.milner@standardlife.ca).
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WHAT IF IT WERE EASY FOR MEMBERS
TO MAP THEIR RETIREMENT?
Doesn’t it seem essential that group retirement plan
members be well-informed and properly guided?
Your Retirement Tracker is a new tool developed
by Industrial Alliance that informs each member
whether they are on track to reach their
retirement income target. Simple, thorough
and quick to consult, it provides members with:

› their desired income at retirement
› an analysis of their situation
› personalized suggestions
By using the retirement tracker, they can see at a
glance if they are on the right track to achieving
their objectives.
As a real value-added service, a dedicated team of
qualified staff is available to listen and propose
solutions adapted to each member’s situation.
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ABN AMRO ASSET MANAGEMENT Christine
Girvan, CEO and Simon Segall, Vice-president,
Institutional Sales & Client Service; 79 Wellington St. W., 15th Floor, Box 114, TD Centre,
Toronto, ON, M5K 1G8 PH: 416-365-6785 or
416-367-7972 Fax: 416-365-2945 eMail: christine.girvan@abnamro.com or simon.segall@
abnamro.com Web: www.asset.abnamro.ca
Alternative Asset Classes: Global Real Estate
Securities, Global Multi-strategy Fund*, Structured Alternative Strategies Fund*, Asia Pacific
Alternative Fund*, Institutional Multi-strategy
Mandates*, Relative Value Fund*, Structured
Asset Management, Currency Fund, Active Currency Overlay, ARTEMIS European Hedge Fund,
ARTEMIS UK Hedge Fund, Opportunity Driven
Fund*, Global Long Short Fund*, Active Alpha
Fund*, Cadogan Alternatives Strategies Trust*
Assets Under Management (As of 31/12/07):
$85.6M Managed Since: 1995
*Funds of Hedge Funds

ACM ADVISORS LTD. Audrey Howe, President;
210 - 1140 Homer St., Vancouver, BC, V6B 2X6
PH: 604-661-0651 Fax: 604-682-3265 eMail:
ahowe@acma.ca Web: acma.ca Alternative
Asset Classes: Provider of Fixed Income investment solutions and commercial mortgage
financing; offers three Pooled Capital Commercial Mortgage Funds and one Pooled Capital Debenture Fund Assets Under Management
(As of 31/12/07): $839.3M Managed Since:
1992
ARROW HEDGE PARTNERS INC. Mark Purdy,
Managing Director & CIO; 36 Toronto St., Ste.
750, Toronto, ON, L1Z 1X4 PH: 416-323-0477
Fax: 416-323-3199 eMail: mpurdy@arrowhedge.
com Web: www.arrowhedge.com Alternative
Asset Classes: Hedge Funds Assets Under Management (As of 31/12/07): $5M Managed Since:
2000
AURION CAPITAL MANAGEMENT INC. James
Clark, Vice-president, Business Development;
120 Adelaide St. W., Ste. 2205, Toronto, ON,
M5H 1T1 PH: 416-866-2445 Fax: 416-363-6206
eMail: jclark@aurion.ca Web: www.aurion.ca
Alternative Asset Classes: Global Macro Managed Since: 2007
AVIVA CAPITAL MANAGEMENT David Fisk,
Vice-president, Institutional Sales; 121 King
St. W., Ste. 1400, Toronto, ON, M5H 3T9 PH:
416-360-2763 Fax: 416-361-2815 eMail: dfisk@
avinvest.ca Web: www.avivacapitalmanagement.
com Alternative Asset Classes: Credit Strategies,
Convertible Arbitrage, Long/Short Equity Managed Since: 2001
Benefits and Pensions Monitor – May 2008

BANK OF IRELAND ASSET MANAGEMENT
(U.S.) LIMITED Vincent Marcoux, Vice-president; 1000 de la Gauchetière W., Ste. 2400,
Montreal, QC, H3B 4W5 PH: 514-448-7538
Fax: 514-849-8118 eMail: vincent.marcoux@
biam.boi.ie Web: www.biam.ie Alternative Asset
Classes: Fund of Hedge Funds comprised of Institutional Multi-strategies and Multi-managers
through Managed Account Funds: Most strategies available; Fund of Private Equity Funds (Venture Capital and Buyout Funds); Direct Hedge
Fund strategies also available: Absolute Return
(Global Macro Strategies) and US Long/Short
Equity; Infrastructure Funds to come Assets
Under Management (As of 31/12/07): $4B Managed Since: 1999 (Fund of Private Equity Funds)
BARCLAYS GLOBAL INVESTORS CANADA
LIMITED Eric Leveille, Head of Client Relationships; BCE Place, 161 Bay St., Ste. 2500, Box 614,
Toronto, ON, M5J 2S1 PH: 416-643-4000 Fax:
416-643-4049 eMail: eric.leveille@barclaysglobal.
com Web: www.barclaysglobal.com Alternative Asset Classes: Equity Market Neutral, Global
Fixed Income, Global Macro, Multi-strategy
Hedge Fund, Fund of Hedge Funds, Commodities, Currencies Assets Under Management (As of
31/12/07): $6,571.4M Managed Since: 1994
BARING ASSET MANAGEMENT, INC. William
Tsotsos, Client Service Director; 150 King St. W.,
Toronto, ON, M5H 1J9 PH: 416-599-1835 Fax:
416-599-0373 eMail: william.tsotsos@barings.
com Web: www.baring-asset.com/us Alternative
Asset Classes: Equity-based Hedge Fund; Asia
Pacific, Emerging Europe, Pan Europe, Japan Fund
of Funds Managed Since: 1999

BENTALL CAPITAL Malcolm Leitch, Chief Operating Officer; Ste. 1800, 1055 Dunsmuir St.,
Four Bentall Centre, Vancouver, BC, V7X 1C4 PH:
604-646-2812 Fax: 604-646-2805 eMail: mleitch@
bentall.com Web: www.bentall.com Alternative
Asset Classes: Pooled Funds: $1,365M, Segregated
Funds: $9,938M, Pension Assets: $5,573M Assets
Under Management (As of 31/12/07): $16.8B
Managed Since: 1982 (As Penreal)
BLACKROCK Douglas Waggoner and Tom
Goodrum, Managing Directors; 40 East 52nd
St., New York, NY, 10022 PH: 212-810-3388
or 212-810-3729 Fax: 212-935-1370 eMail:
douglas.waggoner@blackrock.com or tom.
goodrum@blackrock.com Web: www.blackrock.com Alternative Asset Classes: Hedge
Funds, Funds of Hedge Funds, Private Equity
Fund of Funds, Structured Products (including CDOs and Private Debt and Equity Funds),
Real Estate products, Long-only Absolute

Return Funds Assets Under Management (As
of 31/12/07): $188M ($745M in Opportunistic
Funds and CDOs for Canadian pension funds
Managed Since: 1996
BNY MELLON ASSET MANAGEMENT LIMITED
Richard Terres, Senior Vice-president; 320 Bay St.,
Toronto, ON, M5H 4A6 PH: 416-643-6354 Fax:
416-643-5786 eMail: richard.terres@bnymellon.com Web: www.bnymellon.com Alternative Asset Classes: GTAA, Market Neutral, Long/
Short, Fund of Hedge Funds, US and European
Arbitrage, Distressed Securities, Currency, Real
Estate, Private Equity Assets Under Management
(As of 31/12/07): $10,600M

CANADIAN URBAN LIMITED Onita Blankenfeldt, Vice-president, Marketing & Client Relations; 10572 105 St., Edmonton, AB, T5H 2W7
PH: 780-424-7722 Fax: 780-424-7799 eMail:
oblankenfeldt@canadianurban.com Web: www.
canadianurban.com Alternative Asset Classes:
Currently active in Real Estate investment spectrum (Industrial, Office, Multi-family, Residential,
Retail), firm offers clients Closed-end Real Estate
Pools, Direct Placements, Segregated Funds and
Syndications investment vehicles Assets Under
Management (As of 31/12/07): $1,103.6M Managed Since: 1971
CAPITAL GUARDIAN TRUST COMPANY Jay Wiltshire, Vice-president, Capital Guardian (Canada) Inc.;
Brookfield Place, 181 Bay St., Ste. 3730, Toronto,
ON, M5J 2T3 PH: 416-369-0660 Fax: 416-815-2070
eMail: jyw@capgroup.com Web: www.capgroup.
com Alternative Asset Classes: Absolute Income
Grower, Emerging Markets Total Opportunities,
Private Equity Assets Under Management (As of
31/12/07): $22M Managed Since: 1992
CIBC GLOBAL ASSET MANAGEMENT Michel Jalbert, Vice-president, Head of Institutional Business
Development & Marketing; 1000 de la Gauchetière W., Ste. 3200, Montreal, QC, H3B 4W5 PH:
514-875-7045 x3670 Fax: 514-875-9364 eMail:
michel.jalbert@cibc.ca Web: www.cibcam.com
Alternative Asset Classes: Commodities, Currencies Assets Under Management (As of 31/12/07):
$4,365.7M Managed Since: 2001
CO-OPERATORS INVESTMENT COUNSELLING
LIMITED Judith Lowes, Vice-president, Investment Services; 130 Macdonell St., Guelph, ON,
N1H 6P8 PH: 519-767-3901 Fax: 519-824-7040
eMail: judith_lowes@cooperators.ca Web:
www.co-operatorsinvestment.ca
Alternative
Asset Classes: Commercial Mortgages Assets
Under Management (As of 31/12/07): Pension
Funds: $54.5M for pension funds, Total Alter27

Building
expertise
for our
investors
With CDN $35 billion* of property investments, Standard Life
Investments is ranked as the 11th largest property investor in
the world.**
Its Canadian arm, Standard Life Investments (Real Estate) Inc.,
manages a pooled real estate fund which has produced, for the
25‑year period since inception, an annualized return of 10%*. Every
year had a positive return... even during the infamous 90/91 real
estate recession, the Asian crisis, 9/11 and the technology bubble
and collapse.
A disciplined and rigorous approach to asset selection, consistent
diversification and marginal use of debt lead to stable longterm returns.
A prudent way to put your pension funds to work in direct
real estate investment.

For more information on our
real estate expertise please contact:
Bob Milner, Western Canada:
(403) 531-1104
Patrick Lamontagne, Eastern Canada:
(514) 499-2538
Jay Waters
Harold Lounds
Andrew Marshall, Central Canada:
(416) 367-2177
information@sli.ca
www.sli.ca

* As at December 31, 2007
** Source: Watson Wyatt/Global Investor Alternatives Survey 2007
Past performance does not guarantee future results.
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native Investment Assets Under Management:
$973.4M Managed Since: 1975

CONNOR, CLARK & LUNN FINANCIAL GROUP
Bruce Shewfelt, Head of Institutional Sales; 181
University Ave., Ste. 300, Toronto, ON, M5H 3M7
PH: 416-869-7827 Fax: 416-363-2089 eMail:
bshewfelt@cclgroup.com Web: www.cclgroup.
com Alternative Asset Classes: Global Absolute
Return Strategies (Fund of Hedge Funds), Private
Equity, Canadian & US Market Neutral Strategies,
Canadian & North American Long/Short Strategies (120/20, 130/30), Portable Alpha Strategies
Assets Under Management (As of 31/12/07):
$1,646.6M Managed Since: 1998

CORDIANT CAPITAL David Creighton, President & CEO; Ste. 2400 - 1010 Sherbrooke St.
W., Montreal, QC, H3A 2R7 PH: 514-286-1142
Fax: 514-286-4203 eMail: info@cordiantcap.com
Web: www.cordiantcap.com Alternative Asset
Classes: Emerging Market Private Debt, Emerging
Market Private Equity Assets Under Management
(As of 31/12/07): $770M Managed Since: 1999

™

DIVERSIFIED GLOBAL ASSET MANAGEMENT
Sa’ad Shah, Vice-president, Marketing & Client
Services; 77 King St. W., Ste. 4310 – Royal Trust
Tower, Toronto, ON, M5K 1J5 PH: 416-644-8254
Fax: 416-644-7586 eMail: sshah@dgam.com Web:
www.dgam.com Alternative Asset Classes: Fund of
Hedge Funds, Portable Alpha, Direct Hedge Fund,
Customized Mandates Assets Under Management
(As of 31/12/07): $2.6B Managed Since: 2004
EIM MANAGEMENT (USA) INC. Coby McDonald, Director of Consultant Relations; 750 Lexington Ave., 27th Floor, New York, NY, 10022 PH:
212-371-9000 Fax: 212-371-9111 eMail: bd@
eimusa.com Alternative Asset Classes: Customized Fund of Hedge Funds; Commingled, ModBenefits and Pensions Monitor – May 2008

erate/Aggressive, Global Multi-strategy Fund
Assets Under Management (As of 31/12/07):
US$41.6M Managed Since: 1999
FIERA CAPITAL Sam Reda, Vice-chairman &
Senior Vice-president, Institutional Markets; Jim
Craven, Senior Vice-president, Sub-advisory Services; 1501 McGill College Ave., Ste. 800, Montreal, QC, H3A 3M8 and 1 Queen St. E., Ste.
2020, Toronto, ON, M5C 2W5 PH: Montreal:
514-954-3000 or Toronto: 416-364-3711 Fax:
514-954-3325 eMail: sreda@fieracapital.com or
jcraven@fieracapital.com Web: www.fieracapital.
com Alternative Asset Classes: Market Neutral,
TAA, Absolute Strategies; Relationships with other
managers: Tactical Currency Allocation, GTAA
Assets Under Management (As of 31/12/07):
$335.8M (excludes assets from relationships with
other managers) Managed Since: 2004
FRANKLIN TEMPLETON INSTITUTIONAL Terry
Kirby, Vice-president, Business Development, Eastern Canada; Mark Bandola, Vice-president, Business Development, Western Canada; 200 King St.
W., Ste. 1500, Toronto, ON, M5H 3T4 PH: Toronto:
416-957-6000 or Calgary: 403-266-4664 Fax:
Toronto: 416-364-6643 or Calgary: 403-263-6578
eMail: tkirby@franklintempleton.ca or mbandol@
franklintempleton.ca Web: www.franklintempletoninstitutional.ca Alternative Asset Classes: Hedge
Funds (Managed by Franklin Templeton Alternative
Strategies, Inc.), Emerging Markets Mezzanine &
Private Equity (Managed by Darby), Global Real
Estate (managed by Franklin Templeton Real Estate
Advisors) Managed For: More than 24 years

GE ASSET MANAGEMENT INCORPORATED
Keith Smith, President, GE Asset Management
Canada (GEAMC); 2300 Meadowvale Blvd., Mississauga, ON, L5N 5P9 PH: 905-858-6683 Fax:
905-858-5218 eMail: keith.smith@corporate.
ge.com Web: www.geam.com Alternative Asset
Classes: International Private Equity, Real Estate
Assets Under Management (As of 31/12/07):
$85.7M Managed Since: International Private
Equity: 1991, Real Estate: 1953

GOODMAN PRIVATE WEALTH MANAGEMENT
John E. Panneton, President; 1 Adelaide St. E.,
Toronto, ON, M5C 2V9 PH: 416-365-6484 Fax:

416-365-5000 eMail: jpanneton@goodmanprivatewealth.com Web: www.goodmanprivatewealth.com Alternative Asset Classes: Hedge
Funds, Flow Throughs Assets Under Management
(As of 31/12/07): $1.7B Managed Since: 1998
GORDON ASSET MANAGEMENT LLC Ulf
Nofelt, Director; 411 Theodore Fremd Ave., Rye,
NY, 10580 PH: 914-921-5520 Fax: 914-921-5554
eMail: ulf@gordonasset.com Web: www.gordonasset.com Alternative Asset Classes: Hedge
Funds, Fund of Funds Managed Since: 1997
GREYSTONE MANAGED INVESTMENTS INC.
Mark Schoenhals, Chief Marketing Officer;
300-1230 Blackfoot Dr., Regina, SK, S4S 7G4
eMail: mark.schoenhals@greystone.ca Web:
www.greystone.ca Alternative Asset Classes:
Canadian Real Estate, Canadian Mortgages
Assets Under Management (As of 31/12/07):
$3,922.4M Managed Since: 1988
GUARDIAN CAPITAL LP Nadi Naderi, Vice-president, Investment Services; Commerce Court West,
Toronto, ON, M5L 1E8 PH: 416-947-4039 Fax:
416-364-9634 eMail: nnaderi@guardiancapital.com
Web: www.guardiancapitallp.com Alternative Asset
Classes: Canada 130/30 Alpha Extension Strategy,
Global 130/30 Alpha Extension Strategy, International 130/30 Alpha Extension Strategy, US 130/30
Alpha Extension Strategy, Canada-Plus 130/30
Alpha Extension Strategy Assets Under Management (As of 31/12/07): Canada 130/30: $1.2M,
Global 130/30: $2M Managed Since: 2007
GWL INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT LTD. Patrick J. Clarke, Vice-president, Investment Counselling; 100 Osborne St. N., Winnipeg, MB, R3C
3A5 PH: 204-946-8701 Fax: 204-946-8818
eMail: sara.mosher@gwlim.ca Web: www.
gwlim.ca Alternative Asset Classes: Canadian
Real Estate Investment Fund, Mortgage Investment Fund Assets Under Management (As of
31/12/07): $2,879.5M Managed Since: 1966
HILLSDALE INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
John Motherwell, Vice-president, Institutional
Services; 100 Wellington St. W., Ste. 2100,
Toronto, ON, M5K 1J3 PH: 416-913-3923 Fax:
416-913-3901 eMail: jmotherwell@hillsdaleinv.
com Web: www.hillsdaleinv.com Alternative
Asset Classes: Canadian Market Neutral, Canadian Long/Short, US Long/Short Managed Since:
1996
HSBC INVESTMENTS (CANADA) LIMITED Murray McLean, Head of Institutional Investments;
Ste. 600 - 70 York St., Toronto, ON, M5J 1S9
PH: 416-868-1584 Fax: 416-361-6345 eMail:
murray_mclean@hsbc.ca Web: www.hsbcinvestments.com Alternative Asset Classes: Fund
of Hedge Funds, Macro Strategies, Global Equities (Long/Short and Market Neutral), Regional
Equities (Long/Short and Market Neutral), Trend
Following, Multi-strategy/Event-driven, High
Yield/Distressed Debt, Real Estate, Infrastructure,
Commodities Assets Under Management (As of
31/12/07): $100M Managed Since: 1989
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Start Your Engines

Integra has superior alpha “engines”
from around the globe.
At Integra, you can “rev” from Long Equity & Bonds all the way to Pure Alpha over the Beta
of your choice. Integra has the pooled funds and separate accounts to meet your needs.
Contact Tris Lett, Managing Director at 905-829-7335 or email tlett@integra.com

www.integra.com

www.integra.com
Published by INTEGRA Capital Limited-Investment Counsellor & Portfolio Manager.
® Registered trade mark of Integra Capital Management Corporation.
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chase.com Web: www.jpmorgan.com/iam
Alternative Asset Classes: Real Estate, Infrastructure, Private Equity, Hedge Funds, Active
Currency Overlay Assets Under Management
(As of 31/12/07): $3,116M Managed Since:
1970

INTEGRA CAPITAL MANAGEMENT Tristram Lett,
Managing Director, Integra Alpha Beta Strategies;
2020 Winston Park Dr., Ste. 200, Oakville, ON, L6H
6X7 PH: 905-829-1131 Fax: 905-829-0726 eMail:
info@integra.com Web: www.integra.com Alternative Asset Classes: Active Currency Management,
Currency Hedging, Dynamic Equity Long/Short,
EAFE Equity 130/30, Global Equity 130/30, Global
Tactical Asset Allocation (GTAA), Market Neutral,
Multiple Alpha Portfolios, Risk Parity Portfolios,
US Equity 120/20, US Large Cap Equity 130/30,
Enhanced Core Fixed Income, Benchmark Hedging Assets Under Management (As of 31/12/07):
$500.5M Managed Since: 2004

INTEGRATED ASSET MANAGEMENT CORP.
David Mather, Executive Vice-president; 70 University Ave., Ste. 1200, Toronto, ON, M5J 2M4
PH: 416-933-8274 Fax: 416-360-7446 eMail:
dmather@iamgroup.ca Web: www.iamgroup.
ca Alternative Asset Classes: Real Estate, Private
Equity, Private Corporate Debt, Managed Futures,
Hedge Funds, Structured Products, Resource
Flow-through Funds Assets Under Management
(As of 31/12/07): $3B Managed Since: 1998

JCCLARK LTD. Sean Wynn, Director of Marketing;
130 Adelaide St. W., Ste. 3400, Toronto, ON, M5H
3P5 PH: 416-361-4533 Fax: 416-361-0128 eMail:
swynn@jcclark.com Web: www.jcclark.com Alternative Asset Classes: North American Long Short
Equity Hedge, Canadian Long Short Equity Hedge,
Value Long Short, Specialty Situation Funds Managed Since: 2001 (Principal has managed Long
Short limited partnerships since 1982)
JPMORGAN ASSET MANAGEMENT (CANADA) INC. Mark Doyle, Vice-president, Senior
Client Advisor; 200 Bay St., South Tower, Ste.
1800, Toronto, ON, M5J 2J2 PH: 416-981-9109
Fax: 416-981-9196 eMail: mark.x.doyle@jpmBenefits and Pensions Monitor – May 2008

KEEL CAPITAL MANAGEMENT INC. Karen
Henderson, Vice-president, Client Development; 200 Waterfront Dr., Ste. 115, Halifax, NS,
B4A 4J4 PH: 902-444-8086 Fax: 902-444-8088
eMail: karen.henderson@keelcapital.ca Web:
www.keelcapital.ca Alternative Asset Classes:
KCM Caravel - a Multi-strategy Bond Alternative, Absolute Return Fund-of-funds; Legg
Mason Absolute Return Master Trust - a Multistrategy, Market-neutral, Absolute Return
Fund-of-funds; Conquest KCM Agricultural
Commodities Plus Fund Assets Under Management (As of 31/12/07): $1.5B Managed Since:
2000
KENSINGTON CAPITAL PARTNERS LIMITED
Graeme Johnson, Managing Director; 1250
Rene-Levesque Blvd. W., Montreal, QC H3B
4W8 PH: 514-448-9270 Fax: 514-448-9273
eMail: gjohnson@kcpl.ca Web: www.kcpl.ca
Alternative Asset Classes: Canadian, Global
& International Private Equity Fund of Funds
Assets Under Management (As of 1/12/07):
$330M Managed Since: 1996

Fax: 416-775-3601 eMail: bmiedzinski@maninvestments.com Web: www.maninvestments.
com Alternative Asset Classes: Hedge Funds,
Hedge Funds-of-funds, Managed Futures Managed Since: 1990
MARTIN CURRIE INC. Dave Rochman; 1350
Avenue of the Americas, Ste. 3010, New York,
NY, 10019 PH: 212-258-1900 Fax: 212-258-1919
eMail: productcentre@martincurrie.com Web:
www.martincurrie.com Alternative Asset Classes:
Hedge Funds Managed Since: 2000

MFC GLOBAL INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
Stuart Graham, Vice-president & Managing
Director; 200 Bloor St. E., Toronto, ON, M4W
1E5 PH: 416-852-3013 Fax: 416-926-5700
eMail: stuart_graham@mfcglobal.com Web:
www.mfcglobal.com Alternative Asset Classes:
Timber, Agriculture, Mortgages, Oil & Gas, CBO
& CMBS, Private Equity, Real Estate Managed
Since: 1985

LASALLE INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT Zelick
Altman, Managing Director, Canada; 150 King
St. W., Ste. 2103, Box 40, Toronto, ON, M5H 1J9
PH: 416-304-6034 Fax: 416-304-6001 eMail:
zelick.altman@lasalle.com Web: www.lasalle.
com Alternative Asset Classes: Real Estate Only
Assets Under Management (As of 31/12/07):
$1.6B Managed Since: 1980
MORGUARD INVESTMENTS LIMITED Stephen Taylor, President & COO; 55 City Centre
Dr., Ste. 800, Mississauga, ON, L5B 1M3 PH:
905-281-3800 Fax: 905-281-1800 eMail: staylor@morguard.com Web: www.morguard.com
Alternative Asset Classes: Real Estate Investment
Assets Under Management (As of 31/12/07):
$7.5B
LEGG MASON CANADA INC. David Gregoire,
Co-business Head; 220 Bay St., Toronto, ON,
M5J 2W4 PH: 416-594-2979 Fax: 416-860-0628
eMail: dgregoire@leggmasoncanada.com Web:
www.leggmasoncanada.com Alternative Asset
Classes: Absolute Return Master Trust, Diversified Portable Alpha Fund - The Permal Group
offers an array of Alternative Investment portfolios (Multi-manager, Multi-style Fund-of-funds
and Single Style) across a range of strategies,
regions, and risk/return objectives Assets Under
Managed (As of 31/12/07):$871M Managed
Since: 2004
MAN INVESTMENTS CANADA CORP. Bernice
Miedzinski, Executive Vice-president, Institutional
Relationship Management; 70 York St., Ste.
1202, Toronto, ON, M5J 1S9 PH: 416-775-3655

NATCAN INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT Michael
Quigley, Senior Vice-president, Distribution; 1100
University, Ste. 400, Montreal, QC, H3B 2G7 PH:
514-871-7671 Fax: 514-871-7531 eMail: mquigley@natcan.com Web: www.natcan.com Alternative Asset Classes: Global Equities, Canadian Large
Cap Equities, Investment Grades, Small Cap Equities Managed Since: 2005

ADVERTISING WORKS!

You saw this one didn’t you?
Call John L. McLaine

416-494-1066
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QUÉBEC

HALIFAX

IN MONTRÉAL

this team means business.

DAVID CHARBONNEAU

JEAN-FRANÇOIS PELLETIER

EVELYNE BILOCQ

SOPHIE LAROUCHE

Monique Tremblay

Regional Vice-President, Sales,
Savings for Groups and Businesses

Senior Account Executive

Account Manager

Account Manager

Senior Vice-President
Savings and Segregated Funds

Desjardins & Co.
Group retirement specialists providing the support
and guidance you need... across Canada.
At Desjardins Financial Security, we’re proud to have put together a team of
specialists, led by Monique Tremblay. Their job: to ensure that plan sponsors
and participants receive the high-quality service they deserve. So if you want
to get a head start on winning group retirement solutions, give us a call.
We’ve got the team.

1-866-565-3145

desjardinsfinancialsecurity.com/team

® Registered trademark owned by Desjardins Financial Security
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Fax: 416-360-0671 eMail: sfoote@northwatercapital.com Web: www.northwatercapital.com
Alternative Asset Classes: Hedge Funds Assets
Under Management (As of 31/12/07): $4.8B
Managed Since: 1994

NORTHERN TRUST GLOBAL ADVISORS Wasyl
(Waz) Saluchok, Vice-president, Business Development; 145 King St. W., Ste. 1910, Toronto, ON,
M6H 1J8 PH: 416-775-2215 Fax: 416-366-2033
eMail: ws27@ntrs.com Web: www.northerntrust.com Alternative Asset Classes: Private
Equity, Canadian Real Estate LPs, Hedge Funds
Assets Under Management (As of 31/12/07):
$597M Managed Since: 1982

NORTHWATER CAPITAL MANAGEMENT INC.
Stephen Foote, Vice-president; 181 Bay St., Ste.

4700, Toronto, ON, M5J 2T3 PH: 416-360-5203

Benefits & Pensions Monitor

PANAGORA ASSET MANAGEMENT, INC.
Bruce MacDonald, Principal; 2020 Winston
Park Dr., Ste. 200, Oakville, ON, L6H 6X7 PH:
905-829-1131 Fax: 905-829-2726 eMail: bmacdonald@integra.com Web: www.panagora.com
Alternative Asset Classes: GTAA Portable Alpha
(2% to 20% volatility): Tactical Asset Allocation
Overview, Global Equity Portable Alpha, Global
Bond Portable Alpha, Currency Portable Alpha;
Global Equity Multi-alpha: Dynamic Global
Equity, Global Equity Portable Alpha; Multialpha LLC: Fixed Income Long Short, Global
Bond Relative Value, US Dynamic Equity Market Neutral; Risk Parity: Risk Parity Total Return
Assets Under Management (As of 31/12/07):
Managed Since: 1989
PENEQUITY MANAGEMENT CORPORATION
David V. Johnston, President & CEO; 370 King
St. W., Ste. 400, Box 25, Toronto, ON, M5V 1J9
PH: 416-408-3080 Fax: 416-408-1688 eMail:
djohnston@penequity.com Web: www.penequity.
com Alternative Asset Classes: Real Estate Asset
Management Assets Under Management (As of
31/12/07): $340M Managed Since: 1984

PIMCO CANADA CORP. Andrew Forsyth,
Vice-president; 120 Adelaide St. W., Ste. 2005,
Toronto, ON, M5H 1T1 PH: 416-368-3349
Fax: 416-368-3576 eMail: andrew.forsyth@
pimco.com Web: www.pimco.com Alternative Asset Classes: Commodities, Real Estate,
Absolute Return Strategies, Emerging Markets Fixed Income, High Yield Fixed Income,
Global Credit Fixed Income Assets Under
Management (As of 31/12/07): $275M Managed Since: 1992
PIONEER ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS/
CIDEL FINANCIAL GROUP Haly Peper, Managing Director, Alternative Investments;
1067 Yonge St., Toronto, ON, M4W 2L2 PH:
416-928-4321 Fax: 416-928-8192 eMail:
hpeper@cidel.com Web: www.pioneeraltinvest.com Alternative Asset Classes: Low
Volatility Fund of Hedge Funds, Global Long/
Short Fund of Hedge Funds Managed Since:
1995

Turn Up the Volume
This year in BC, more than 280 women will be diagnosed with
ovarian cancer…
Ovarian cancer is known as the silent killer because many women
are not aware of the symptoms of ovarian cancer and most cases are
detected in advanced stages. When caught early, the 5 year survival
rate is up to 90%.

BENEFITS OF CARING
Charity Auction

November 6, 2008
The Four Seasons Hotel
Vancouver, BC

The Beneﬁts of Caring is a charity auction event in support of Ovarian
Cancer Canada created by volunteers from the beneﬁts, pension and
investment community in BC. The past four events have raised over
$425,000, allowing OCC to raise the proﬁle of ovarian cancer across
the country.
Please help to Turn Up the Volume and increase awareness of the
symptoms, risk factors and how to reduce the risk of ovarian cancer.
Join us for a night of fun and friendship, and support this worthy cause.

For tickets and information about sponsorship opportunities contact:
Norah Joyce (Hewitt) at 604 844-7968 or norah.joyce@hewitt.com
Kathy Pereira (Interlock) at 604 431 3712 or kpereira@interlockeap.com

Ovarian Cancer Canada
Cancer de l’ovaire Canada

Karen Bell (Paciﬁc Blue Cross) at 604 419-2700 or kbell@pac.bluecross.ca
V:\Communications\DOCKETS\0450.Ad-BenefitsofCaringAd.03.2008\Layout \0450.Ad-BenefitsofCaringAd.03.2008
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PRESIMA INC.. Louis Tremblay, Director, Business
Development; 1000, Place Jean-Paul-Riopelle,
Montreal Herald Bldg., Ste. 400, Montreal, QC,
H2Z 2B6 PH: 514-673-1476 Fax: 514-673-1378
eMail: ltremblay@presima.com Web: www.presima.com Alternative Asset Classes: Global Real
Estate Securities Assets Under Management (As
of 31/12/07): $1,398M (Gross) Managed Since:
Caisse de dépôt et placement du Quebec: 1998,
Third Party Investors: 2005
PUTNAM INVESTMENTS, LLC Charles Swanepoel, Managing Director, Institutional Sales; 2020
Winston Park Dr., Ste. 200, Oakville, ON, L6H 6X7
PH: 905-829-1131 Fax: 905-829-0726 eMail:
info@integra.com Web: www.putnam.com Alternative Asset Classes: Fixed Income: Structured
Opportunities, Opportunistic Mortgage-backed
Securities, LIBOR Plus; Currency: Active Currency
Management; Global Asset Allocation: Total
Return, Multi-strategy Alpha Port (MAPs); Equities: Small Cap Growth Long/Short Market Neutral Strategy, Small Cap Value Long/Short Market
Neutral Strategy, US Small Cap Core Long/Short
Market Neutral, Small Cap Growth Extended
Alpha (130/30), Small Cap Value Extended Alpha
(130/30), US Small Cap Core Extended Alpha
(130/30) Assets Under Management (As of
31/12/07): $162M Managed Since: 1994
PYRAMIS GLOBAL ADVISORS, A FIDELITY
INVESTMENTS COMPANY Michael Barnett,
Executive Vice-president, Institutional Retirement
Services, Fidelity Investments Canada; 483 Bay St.,
North Tower, 3rd Floor, Toronto, ON, M5G 2N7 PH:
416-217-7584 Fax: 416-307-5511 eMail: michael.
barnett.toronto@fidelity.ca Web: www.fidelity.ca/
retirementsolutions Alternative Asset Classes: US
Market Neutral, Global Real Estate (REITs), 130/30
(US Equity) Assets Under Management (As of
31/12/07): $164M Managed Since: 1991
ROSSEAU ASSET MANAGEMENT LTD. Bryan
DeLaurier, Vice-president; 181 Bay St., Ste.
2920, Box 736, Toronto, ON, M5J 2T3 PH:
416-777-0794 Fax: 416-777-0718 eMail: bdelaurier@rosseau.com Web: www.rosseau.com
Alternative Asset Classes: Event-driven/Special
Situations Managed Since: 1998

RUSSELL INVESTMENTS CANADA LIMITED
Sorina Givelichian, National Director, Institutional Solutions; 1 First Canadian Place, 100
King St. W., Ste. 5900, Toronto, ON, M5X 1E4
PH: 416-644-6248 Fax: 416-362-4494 eMail:
sgivelichian@russell.com Web: www.russell.
com/ca Alternative Asset Classes: Hedge Fund,
Private Equity Assets Under Management (As of
31/12/07): $711M Managed Since: 1986
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SCHRODER INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
NORTH AMERICA LIMITED Rob Brady, Head
of Alternative Business Development; 875 Third
Ave., 22nd Floor, New York, NY, 10022 PH:
212-641-3600 Fax: 212-641-3802 eMail: robert.
brady@us.schroders.com Web: www.schroders.
com Alternative Asset Classes: Commodities,
Emerging Markets Debt, Global Emerging Markets Debt, Fund of Hedge Funds - New Finance
Capital, Private Equity, Property, Single Strategy
Hedge Funds Managed Since: 2000
SEI David Lester, Director, National Account;
70 York St., Ste. 1600, Toronto, ON, M5J 1S9
PH: 416-847-6370 Fax: 416-777-9093 eMail:
dlester@seic.com Web: www.seic.com Alternative Asset Classes: Futures Index Fund, Enhanced
Global Bond Fund Assets Under Management
(As of 31/12/07): $53.5M Managed Since: 1996

STANDARD LIFE INVESTMENTS INC. Jay
Waters, Vice-president, Central Canada; 121
King St. W., Ste. 840, Toronto, ON, M5H 3T9 PH:
416-367-2049 eMail: jay.waters@standardlife.
ca Web: www.sli.ca Alternative Asset Classes:
Real Estate (Pooled Real Estate Fund), Mortgages
(Pooled Mortgage Fund) Assets Under Management (As of 31/12/07): $491.5M Managed
Since: 1969

STATE STREET GLOBAL ADVISORS LTD. Robert
Weston, Managing Director - Marketing & Client
Relations; 161 Bay St., TD Canada Trust Tower, Ste.
4530, Toronto, ON, M5X 1A9 PH: 416-956-2465
Fax: 416-956-2464 eMail: robert_weston@ssga.
com Web: www.ssga.ca Alternative Asset Classes:
US Long/Short Market Neutral, Canadian Equity
Market Neutral, Hedge Funds of Funds (SSARIS),
Market Neutral European Strategy, Market Neutral
Japanese Strategy, Market Neutral Global Strategy Assets Under Management (As of 31/12/07):
approx. $15.8M Managed Since: 1986
TD ASSET MANAGEMENT INC.* Robin Lacey,
Managing Director; 161 Bay St., 34th Floor,
Toronto, ON, M5J 2T2 PH: 416-982-6585 Fax:
416-944-6158 eMail: robin.lacey@tdam.com
Web: www.tdassetmanagement.com Alternative
Asset Classes: Market Neutral: Canadian Equity
Market Neutral Fund, US Equity Market Neutral

Fund, North American Equity Pairs Fund, Multistrategy Absolute Return Fund; Active Extension:
130/30 Enhanced Canadian Equity Pooled Fund
Trust, 130/30 Enhanced US Equity Pooled Fund
Trust, 130/30 Fundamental Canadian Equity
Pooled Fund Trust; Portable Alpha: Multi-strategy
Canadian Bond Fund, Multi-strategy Long Bond
Fund, Multi-strategy Real Return Bond Fund,
Multi-strategy US Equity Fund, Diversified Value
Added – Long Bond Fund, Diversified Value Added
– Real Return Bond Fund, Diversified Value Added
– US Equity Fund Assets Under Management (As
of 31/12/07): $50M Managed Since: 2003
* Wholly-owned subsidiary of the Toronto-Dominion Bank

TREMONT CAPITAL MANAGEMENT, CORP. Brian
Kremer, Vice-president, National Sales Manager, 175
Bloor Street East, Suite 807, South Tower, Toronto,
ON, M4W 3R8 PH: 416-360-3422 email: bkremer@
tremont.com Web: www.tremont.com Alternative
Asset Classes: Hedge Fund of Funds, Single Strategy Hedge Fund of Funds, Insurance Fund, Single
Manager Funds Assets Under Management (As of
31/12/07): $10.6B Managed Since: 1984
TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY INVESTMENTS INC.
Allan Hutton, Manager, Consulting Services; 401
Bay St., Ste. 2315, Toronto, ON, M5H 2Y4 PH:
888-299-2121 Fax: 416-364-1218 eMail: allan@
invest21.com Alternative Asset Classes: Private
Equity, Hedge Funds Managed Since: 1997

UBS GLOBAL ASSET MANAGEMENT Angela
Vidakovich, Executive Director; 161 Bay St., Ste.
3900, Toronto, ON, M5J 2S1 PH: 416-681-5166
Fax: 416-681-5100 eMail: angela.vidakovich@
ubs.com Web: ubs.com Alternative Asset Classes:
Infrastructure: Global Direct, Global listed; Real
Estate: US Direct, European Direct, Global Listed;
Hedge Funds: Single Manager Multi-strategy
and Single Strategy Multi-manager Fund-offunds; Absolute Return: Global Asset Allocation,
Currency Only, Market Only, Global Fixed Income
Assets Under Management (As of 31/12/07):
$304.3M Managed Since: 1997
VERTEX ONE ASSET MANAGEMENT INC.
David Wallin, Vice-president; Ste. 1920 - 1177
West Hastings St., Vancouver, BC, V6E 2K3
PH: 604-681-5183 Fax: 604-681-5146 eMail:
dave@vertexone.com Web: www.vertexone.
com Alternative Asset Classes: Multi-strategy
Hedge Fund - Event-driven Focus; Skill Sets:
Merger Arbitrage, Relative Value, Convertible Arbitrage, Longs, Shorts, Option Overlays,
Distressed, Special Situations; Two Vehicles Domestic On-shore and Non-resident Off-shore
Assets Under Management (As of 31/12/07):
$1,050M Managed Since: 1998
■
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ometime ago, I received an email that read:
“Peter, I am the chief financial officer with
a midsize software company in New York
state. My company has just purchased a
Canadian firm with more than 200 employees. We
are seeking your assistance to help us with the set-up
of an equivalent to the 401(k) plan for our new Canadian workforce. Can you refer us to a competent
resource?”

ments of all the Group of Eight Nations (G8).
All things being equal, if we were to remove the
Canadian publicly-funded healthcare system from
the equation, the difference between the Canadian
and U.S. economies are marginal at best. The Fraser
Institute’s ‘Economic Freedom of the World 2007
Annual Report’ says the United States and Canada
ranked together with Britain in fifth spot as the most
economically free, open, and competitive economies

Comparing 401(k)s With
Group RRSPs
The Canadian equivalent to the 401(k) is known
as the Group RRSP. Unfortunately, very little has
been written to act as a primer comparing 401(k)
plans to similar employee registered retirement
plans for American companies that are in the process of locating in Canada or who have acquired a
Canadian company.
This is very surprising since Canada is the United
States’ largest trading partner of goods and services
with more than $518 billion of cross border trade
in 2007, according to the U.S. Census Bureau. This
partnership has been accelerating since 1984 when
then-Prime Minister Brian Mulroney declared Canada “open for business” with the dismantling of the
Foreign Investment Review Agency, a Canadian
protectionist agency, coupled with the passing of the
Investment Canada Act (ICA).
A December 2005 report by the Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives showed Canadian owned
companies valued at more than $620.7 billion had
been taken over by non-resident-controlled corporations since Investment Canada started keeping records of these transactions in 1985. Just in the last
two years, $156 billion worth of domestic companies have been sold into foreign hands. The majority
of these takeovers were by U.S. interests. This has
all occurred within a country which Statistics Canada says has a population of 33 million people, a
2007 GDP of $1.274 trillion, and a national debt of
only $467.3 billion. In the later part of this decade,
Canada has successfully avoided an economic recession while maintaining the healthiest financial stateBenefits and Pensions Monitor – May 2008

in the world today.
It is this continuous trend towards integration of
the economies of the United States and its partner to
the north that has prompted me to create this primer
to decipher the secret code between the U.S. 401(k)
and the Canadian Group RRSP and help demystify
these two great retirement plans for employers on
both sides of the 49th Parallel.

DC Pensions
By: Peter J.
Merrick

401(k) Versus Group RRSP
The story of the 401(k) begins in 1978 when
the U.S. Congress amended the Internal Revenue
Code to add section 401(k). The birth of the RRSP
occurred more than 20 years prior in 1957 when
the Canadian federal parliament passed legislation
amending the Canadian Income Tax Act to include
these retirement plans. Both retirement plans are
similar in that they allow workers to save for retirement while deferring income tax on the saved money
and earnings until withdrawal.
Found within the plan text of both the 401(k) and
the Group RRSP is the voluntary nature of membership for all employees. For an employee to be eligible to participate in a 401(k), they have the choice
to become a member of this plan the first day of each
calendar quarter, following the participant’s date of
employment. Eligibility and membership in a Group
RRSP is similar to the 401(k). However, in a Group
RRSP there is no legislative requirement to limit or
grant eligibility. Employers may set eligibility rules
for their Group RRSPs to suit their needs.
The normal retirement age for a 401(k) participant
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is after their 65th birthday. The earliest that a
401(k) participant can withdraw income is
at age 59½ and the last is age 70½.
The normal retirement date for a Group
RRSP member is very flexible and may be
set by the employer as age 65 or earlier.
Group RRSP participants can enjoy the
benefits of a registered plan until December
31 of the year after they turn age 71. At that
time, members must convert all their RRSPs
into a Registered Retirement Income Fund
(RRIF) or an annuity and start withdrawing
money from their retirement plan.
Other main differences between the
401(k) and the Group RRSP revolve around
the maximum allowable employer matching contributions rules and eligibility rules.
401(k) employer contributions can be
up to 100 per cent of an employee’s pre-tax
compensation. 401(k) employee maximum
contribution limits for 2008 for individuals
under age 50 are $15,500 and for 401(k)
participants age 50 and older limits are
$20,500 annually. As of 2009, 401(k) maximum contribution limits will be indexed to
inflation.
The maximum contribution into a Group
RRSP (both employer and employee) allowed
by the Canada Revenue Agency is the lesser
of 18 per cent of last year’s earned income of
the employee – up to a maximum of $20,000
in 2008, $21,000 in 2009, $22,000 in 2010,
and indexed thereafter.
If the 401(k) maximum contribution
amounts are not used in the year that they
are awarded, the member of the plan is not
allowed to carry that unused room forward
to future years to make contributions into
these plans. RRSP unused room can be carried forward indefinitely. In addition, an
individual can accumulate unused RRSP
room going back to 1991.
The rules for vesting the employer’s
contributions into the 401(k) for the member differ greatly from the Group RRSP.
The vesting rule of an employer’s contributions for the 401(k) by law is six years. The
Group RRSP vests an employer’s contributions in the employee’s hands as soon as the
employer contributions are remitted to the
employee’s RRSP account.
Salary Deferrals
However, employee salary deferrals
into a 401(k) are immediately 100 per cent
vested – that is, the money that an employee
has put aside through salary deferrals cannot be forfeited. When an employee leaves
employment, he/she is entitled to those
deferrals, plus any investment gains (or
minus losses) on their deferrals.
Many American companies can rest at
ease knowing that an RRSP can accommodate the 401(k) contributions formula.
Employee and employer contributions are
Benefits and Pensions Monitor – May 2008

remitted monthly for both the Group RRSP
and 401(k). If the employer matches the
employee contribution, these matching
contributions are also remitted monthly.
Within both the 401(k) and the Group
RRSP, transfers from other similar registered plans are allowed into these plans. In
addition, monies within these plans may be
transferred out to similar registered plans
as well. Both transfers into the 401(k) and
the Group RRSP and transfers out to other
registered retirement plans will not trigger
taxes by either the Internal Revenue Service
(IRS) or Canada Revenue Agency (CRA)
for their members choosing to do so.
Participants in a 401(k) may be permitted to access funds from these plans subject
to the rules set within the individual 401(k)
plan text for reasons other than retirement.
These allowable 401(k) withdrawals may
occur for the purchase of a primary residence or to avoid foreclosure on a primary
residence. 401(k) funds can also be used to
pay for post-secondary schooling within a
12-month period, medical expenses, and
funeral expenses.
In regards to the Group RRSP, registered
assets are not assignable and cannot be
used as collateral for a loan, except for an
interest-free, tax-free withdrawal for Home
Buyers Plans or other eligible Canadian
government program such as the Lifelong
Learning Program.
Under the RRSP Home Buyers Plan, the
maximum that can be withdrawn is $20,000
and the withdrawal amount must be repaid
into any RRSP within 15 years, in no more
than 15 equal yearly installments. Although
$20,000 can be withdrawn from an RRSP
over four years to pay for a post-secondary
education using the Lifelong Learning Program, the most that can be taken out of an
RRSP in one calendar year is $10,000. The
participant has 10 years to repay the money
borrowed from their RRSP. Required monies not repaid back into the Group RRSP
– for either the Home Buyers Plan or the
Lifelong Learning Program – are counted
as income by the RRSP member for that
year and taxed.
Both the 401(k) and the Group RRSP
have taxes withheld on funds withdrawn
from these plans for retirement. With a
Group RRSP, the plan must allow for withdrawals at the employee’s discretion. However, deterrents from withdrawing funds
can be imposed such eliminating the right
to future employer contributions for a period of time.
Informed Decisions
In both Canada and the U.S., there are
rules revolving around what employers and
plan sponsors are required to communicate
to their plan participants about their plans

to help their members make informed decisions. All 401(k) plans must follow the
Employee Retirement Income Security Act
(ERISA). ERISA is a federal law that sets
minimum standards for most voluntarily
established pension and health plans in private industry to provide protection for individuals in these plans.
ERISA requires plans to provide participants with information about plan features
and funding; sets out the fiduciary duties for
those who manage and control plan assets;
requires plans to establish a grievance and
appeals process for participants to get benefits from their plans; and gives participants
the right to sue for benefits and breaches of
fiduciary duty.
Most providers offering Group RRSPs
have procedures that are consistent with
ERISA and which comply with the Canadian Capital Accumulation Plan (CAP)
Guidelines. CAPs include all Group
RRSPs, Defined Contribution pension plans,
deferred profit-sharing plans, employee
profit-sharing plans, and all other types of
employee non-registered savings plans in
which employees make their own investment decisions. One of the guidelines is
employers are responsible for providing
access to investment decision-making tools
and for cautioning employees that they
ought to obtain independent investment
advice.
Obviously, setting up Canadian retirement benefits such as Group RRSPs, DC
pension plans, Retirement Compensation
Arrangements, employee profit-sharing
plans, Defined Benefit pension plans, or
group medical and dental plans for American companies locating in Canada requires
specialties in areas as diverse as the Canada/
U.S. Tax Treaty, the Employee Retirement
Income Security Act (U.S.), and Canadian
Capital Accumulation Plan Guidelines as
well as accounting, actuary evaluation,
investment management, pension legislation, employment law, and employee benefit plan construction.
Many employers and their trusted advisors will need to seek educational services
to aid them in the set-up, maintenance, and
wind-up stages of these employee group
benefits. Therefore, it is well worth the time
and money to hire skilled certified consultants, financial planners, and lawyers who
possess the expertise to assist in the design,
implementation, maintenance, and wind-up
of these solutions.			
n
Peter J. Merrick is president
of MerrickWealth.com and
author of The Essential Individual Pension Plan Handbook (peter@merrickwealth.
com).
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n 2005, the coverage rate for the public sector
was 84 per cent … while the coverage rate in
the private sector … (was) 25.9 per cent.” That
number is from a Statistics Canada report on
the proportion of workers covered by Registered
Pension Plans.
A report recently prepared by the Canadian Institute of Actuaries (CIA) indicated “The rate of participation in Defined Benefit pension plans in the
public sector is approximately 80 per cent, while the
rate in the private sector is marginally over 20 per
cent.”
Another recent CIA report stated “If the decline
in private sector DB plans continues unabated, in a
few years the only working Canadians with a DB
plan will be in the public sector. This is a situation
that private sector employers and workers would be
increasingly unwilling to support.”
Wow! Public sector employees are way more
likely to have an employer-sponsored pension. And
while similar statistical analysis is less readily available, it is likely that they receive more generous
health and dental insurance benefits, including coverage after they retire. Retirees from the private sector are unlikely to receive health and dental coverage

accounting requirements for these arrangements.
Nevertheless, these benefits are typically provided by public sector employers.
Is This A Real Issue?
Public sector employees argue that they receive
more generous pensions because they contribute
more to their plans than private sector employees. It
is true that employee contributions to public sector
pension plans are typically at a much higher level.
However, their benefit provisions usually include
post-retirement indexing for inflation, unreduced or
subsidized early retirement, and better spousal protection. Even after adjusting for higher employee
contributions, the employer-provided value of a typical public sector pension plan significantly exceeds
the comparable value of a typical private sector pension plan.
Contributions were reviewed for four jointly governed Ontario public sector pension plans. These
plans – HOOPP, OMERS, OPSEU Pension Trust,
and Ontario Teachers – had overall employee contribution rates ranging from seven per cent to 10
per cent of payroll in 2007, with increases expected
in 2008 and later years. If joint governance can be

The Politics Of Retirement
OUTSIDE THE
BOX
By: Gary Stoller
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after retirement, and most have no pension either.
Could this become a hot political issue, as private
sector taxpayers become aware that their taxes are
paying for public sector pensions and benefits that
they do not or cannot receive?
How Did We Get Here?
Pension plan coverage in the public sector has
been higher than in the private sector for a long time.
But there have been trends over
the last two decades which have
led to this huge disparity such as:
◆ Many private sector employers have eliminated their DB
pension plans and replaced
them with capital accumulation arrangements (CAPs) that
may be Defined Contribution
pension plans, deferred profit
sharing plans, or group RRSPs.
There has been little comparable action taken in the public
sector. CAPs frequently provide lesser benefits than DB
plans, especially for members
who retire early.
◆ Most private sector employers
have never provided continuation of health and dental coverage after an employee retires
and many of those who did
provide such coverage have
reduced or eliminated it following adoption of accrual

assumed to lead to an even split between employee
and employer contributions, employer contributions
are at the same levels.
A review of a sampling of Morneau Sobeco private sector DB pension clients revealed an average
employer normal cost contribution rate of 6.3 per
cent of payroll. A separate survey of CAP clients
showed an average employer contribution rate of
5.7 per cent of payroll. Even though some of the DB
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plans have deficits which necessitate additional employer contributions, the overall average employer contribution rate is clearly less
than the public sector plans. And this applies to the minority of
private sector workers who actually have pension coverage. Most
have no pension plan at all.
It may not be fair to look at pensions and benefits in isolation
from other elements of compensation. The biggest such item is
usually cash compensation (base salary plus cash incentives). If
public sector cash compensation is below private sector levels,
better pensions and benefits may just be one way to overcome
that disadvantage. While a better comparison may consider all
such elements of compensation, political issues often defy rational analysis.
What Can Be Done?
If this does become a serious political issue, what are some possible ways to reduce the disparity between public and private sector
pensions and retiree benefits?
u Public sector programs could be made less generous through
benefit cuts. This will be difficult to do, especially in light of
the successful class action suit over Ontario government retiree
benefits cuts. An Ontario government attempt to control its costs
by reducing retiree benefits in 2002 led to a $20 million settlement in 2006. France recently endured a massive transportation
strike over modest proposed changes to certain public sector
pensions.
u Public sector programs could be made less generous by provid-

Accounting For
Post-Retirement Benefits

ing lesser benefits to new hires. Since existing employees are not
affected, there is less risk of a class action lawsuit. This could
lead to employees performing similar work, but being compensated differently based on their date of hire. Many private sector
employers have successfully (at least until now) adopted this
type of approach.
u Private sector programs could be improved. This will lead to
increased employer costs, reducing profitability. Any negative
effect on profits could be diminished if more generous programs
helped to attract better performing employees. Tax or other
incentives could also help encourage private sector employers
in this direction.
u Government programs could be improved. An enhanced Canada
or Quebec Pension Plan and better Old Age Security benefits
would be particularly welcomed by private sector employees
with little or no employer-sponsored pension. However, this is
only a solution to the issue if public sector employers can use
some or all of these enhancements to reduce their existing pension programs. More comprehensive public health insurance for
all retirees might also be of more help to private sector retirees,
but recent trends have been in the opposite direction through
delisting of previously covered benefits.
While there has been some public discussion of this public
versus private sector disparity, there is no widespread recognition of this issue. As time goes on, and the population ages and
the baby boom generation increasingly focuses on retirement,
more and more people may wonder why taxpayers
are footing the bill for expensive public sector programs.				
n
Gary Stoller is with Morneau Sobeco (gstoller@
morneausobeco.com).
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ost-retirement benefits were often granted in the
past with little regard for their long-term cost.
Employers used to just report their actual cash
claims or premium payments in the annual financial
reports, without considering the value of the commitment to pay them in the future. At first, there were few
retirees, so the annual cost was minimal. Even where
there has been growth in the retiree population, it was
still only the current year cost that was reported.
The Financial Accounting Standards Board in the U.S.
adopted accrual accounting for these post-retirement
and post-employment benefits in 1993. This required
projection of future benefit payments and then attribution of the cost over an employee’s working lifetime.
Since benefits were being provided after retirement
in exchange for the services an employee was rendering now, it was deemed proper to allocate the cost of
those benefits now while the employee is working. This
accrual accounting concept had already been in place
for pension plans since the 1980s.
The Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants
followed suit with similar accounting rules beginning
in 2000 for private sector employers and, a few years
later, for governments. In many cases, this was the first
time employers were acknowledging that there was a
long-term cost commitment from providing these benefits. The negative effect on their financial position led
employers, primarily in the private sector, to scale back
these benefits in some manner, thereby reducing the
reported costs.			
n
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e’ve all heard of individuals enjoying
an extended holiday from work because
they continue to claim for disability
benefits despite being seen painting
their house or working a second job, or the person who
gets ‘free’ running shoes from their insurer because the
receipt says they’re orthopaedic shoes. Some readers
will have encountered healthcare providers who insist
on prescribing products or treatments at every visit
regardless of whether the patient requires them or not.
One claims adjudicator recounted a case of a dentist
that billed for expensive bridge work and multiple fillings on a patient who had less than a full mouth of teeth
– in fact, he had only three.

insurance companies and Medicare out of millions of
dollars at the risk of many lives. Similar schemes have
been reported in Canada in recent years.
The consequences of healthcare fraud go beyond the
financial. Healthcare fraud can have a potentially
high human toll. Over the years, there have been
some shocking cases such as the phoney Toronto

A High Stakes Game
While anecdotes abound, the extent and magnitude of healthcare fraud in Canada remains somewhat
elusive. In 2005, the Canadian Health Care Anti-fraud
Association (CHCAA) conducted a qualitative fraud
survey in conjunction with Fraudbox, a Canadian data
mining firm. The survey polled both private and public health insurers on the instances of fraud they came
across over the course of a year. The results of the
survey pegged the level of fraudulent activity in the

Fraudbusting 101
healthcare system at somewhere
between two per cent and
12 per cent of all claims
submitted.
In its recent annual
report, the Canadian Institute of Health Information
(CIHI) reported healthcare
spending in Canada to be
$160 billion in 2007. If we
apply the survey finding
to these results, the amount
lost to healthcare fraud could
total as much as $19 billion
per year. The CIHI report also
cited private sector spending as
accounting for approximately 30
per cent of the total healthcare expenditures in Canada.
These figures indicate that through increased premiums
and financial loss, plan sponsors and benefit managers
are losing somewhere between $1 billion and $6 billion
dollars per year to illicit claims and abuse.
Healthcare fraud represents a lucrative criminal
enterprise. What makes healthcare fraud a particularly insidious threat, however, is that it is often
viewed as a victimless crime that can ultimately be
perpetrated by any participant in the healthcare system – including patients, providers, and office staff.
Like many other forms of fraud, healthcare fraud
can be extremely difficult to detect because of its
often complex nature. For example, a recent case in
the United States witnessed a fraud scheme featuring
intentionally orchestrated auto accidents that saw doctors, patients, and lawyers conspiring together to bilk
Benefits and Pensions Monitor – May 2008

dentist who performed risky
dental procedures out of his
unsterilized basement and
caused grave bodily harm
to many of his patients or
the pharmacist who sought
to pad his wallet by diluting chemotherapy drugs.
This is suspected to have
resulted in the deaths of a
number of patients.

BENEFITS
By: Alistair
Forsyth

Understanding
Healthcare Fraud
The best place to start
is by looking at a common
working definition of fraud. The CHCAA has
adopted the following description of the problem –
“An intentional deception or misrepresentation that an
individual or entity makes knowing that the misrepresentation could result in some unauthorized benefit to
the individual or entity or to some other party.”
Most healthcare provider fraud commonly falls into
one of the following five schemes:
◆ Billing for services not rendered: Over the past
year, at least two doctors in Ontario alone have
been arrested for fraud over $5,000. In both cases,
OHIP was charged for procedures that were never
performed such as passing off a simple check-up as
a full physical examination.
◆ Over-utilization/over-treatment: A recent CBC
Marketplace report identified multiple cases of chiropractors unnecessarily prescribing orthotic products because they are a high revenue generator.
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◆ Treating outside the scope of practice: In

Insurers invest both human and finan- ize some type of anonymous tip reporting
the case of a Hamilton-based vision store, cial resources to ensure that their staff are mechanism, usually by phone or online.
opticians were illegally prescribing and dis- properly trained in anti-fraud best practices. Make the presence of these services known,
Organizations such as the CHCAA play a and encourage members to use them.
pensing eye glasses and contact lenses.
Plan sponsors can also take steps thempivotal role in helping firms identify current
◆ Unlicensed providers performing
treatments: Just over a month ago, an fraud trends and new anti-fraud tools and selves to make their benefit plans more
Ottawa man turned himself into police techniques by facilitating information shar- fraud resistant. Co-pays and deductibles
after a warrant was issued for his arrest. ing and educational exercises for claims help to induce plan members to take more
He is accused of operating dental prac- adjudicators, special investigation units responsibility for the claims submitted on
their behalf.
tices in Ontario and Quebec without a (SIUs), and management personnel.
Many plan sponsors have taken to capMany claims processors are now optlicence or training of any kind.
ing to create and/or expand SIUs dedicated ping benefits in certain claims areas. A rise
◆ Kickbacks or referral payments: Disguised fees are sometimes paid to doctors to uncovering and prosecuting cases of in orthotics and medical stockings utilization
by pharmaceutical companies as an incen- life insurance and healthcare fraud. SIU has prompted this type of reaction in order to
tive to prescribe that firm’s products. It was budgets and staffing are on the rise, along control costs more effectively over a given
recently reported that a large U.S.-based with a concurrent upsurge in training and period of time. As a general rule, most benedrug manufacturer paid the U.S. federal practice area specialization. SIU investiga- fit managers recommend against unlimited
government a $650 million settlement tors are now becoming experts in specific benefits of any kind since they are costly and
stemming from fraud charges that included claims areas such as dental or pharmacy. very difficult to retract once given.
Recent changes in Canadian privacy
This action signals a positive shift in attikickback payments to physicians.
While these examples cover the sorts tudes about the importance of addressing laws have made it more difficult for plan
of trickery and deception perpetrated by a healthcare fraud and the need for a vigorous sponsors to monitor any aberrant activities
of a plan member. So what is a plan sponhandful of ‘bad apples’ in the healthcare risk management strategy.
Increasingly, firms are deploying techno- sor to do? Pick plan administrator/benefits
community, it is important to remember
that healthcare fraud is an equal opportun- logical solutions to aid in the detection of managers that adhere to the latest standards
ity crime. Virtually any individual with the fraud. In recent years, the use of data min- and best practices in fraud prevention. This
motive, opportunity, and knowledge can ing applications has witnessed a dramatic can be best assessed by enquiring about
increase amongst benefit insurers. Software their anti-fraud policies and the kinds of
commit these acts.
In late 2007, a Toronto
resources they have dedicated
woman, masquerading as a registo fraud containment and risk
tered nurse, used false documen- The CHCAA Annual Conference takes place management. The firm you choose
tation to dupe insurance companies
also be held accountable
September 25 and 26 in Vancouver, BC. forshould
into hiring her as a professional conmaintaining these standards and
sultant. By the time her crime had been This year’s theme is ‘Conquer Fraud: improving them through continuous
uncovered, she had already defrauded
upgrades to critical systems and staff.
Take the Fight to New Heights.’
her victims out of tens of thousands of
One of the best ways to protect your
dollars.
company and plan members from healthOf particular note for plan sponsors are
care fraud is to prevent it from happening
plan members who put their own spin on this companies are increasingly creating prod- in the first place. Plan sponsors should do
tactic by presenting claims for fictitious servi- ucts specifically designed to detect insur- their utmost to create an anti-fraud culces and unlicensed practitioners, participating ance fraud and providing training on how to ture within their organization. Have a firm
in kickback schemes, and milking their bene- effectively utilize these new tools to uncover policy on appropriate utilization of benefits
and take steps to raise employee awarehealthcare fraud in particular.
fits program for every dollar they can.
ness about the cost of the problem. Make
clear to plan members how fraud can negaPlan Sponsors
Tackling the Problem
Educating all your plan participants is tively affect them and their benefits, such as
Since its inception in 2000, the CHCAA
and its members have endeavoured to create the best defence against healthcare fraud. reduced coverage and/or benefit caps.
a robust network of healthcare anti-fraud Involve your members in the management
professionals across Canada. This network of their health plan dollars. Ensure that all The Story Thus Far
While those committing healthcare
transcends competitive boundaries in order benefit recipients receive, and are familiar
to leverage the collective knowledge and with, a description of the benefits policy. fraud represent a relatively small percentexperience of its members to overcome this This will help to avoid confusion about the age of the population, their crimes amount
serious problem. Each year, the CHCAA scope of coverage and reduce the likeli- to a significant financial loss to benefit manholds a number of educational seminars hood of accidental misuse. Also, encour- agers, plan sponsors, and the public at large.
and an annual conference to equip benefit age plan members to verify the accuracy of Although healthcare fraud is a difficult
plan sponsors and managers with the latest all explanation of benefits (EOBs) for any problem to eliminate completely, it can be
information and tools to confront the com- health treatments they receive. Instruct plan effectively managed when you consider the
members to immediately report any dis- vast amounts of knowledge, experience, and
mon threat healthcare fraud represents.
Benefit managers take the problem of crepancies between the service or products tools available to aid with prevention and
detection.
■
healthcare fraud very seriously. Every year, they received and what has been billed.
In some cases, employees may know of a
insurers across the country spend millions on
fraud risk management, training, education, colleague who is abusing the system. Equip Alistair Forsyth is a research
and other resources. Arming staff with the your plan members with a way to report analyst with the Canadian
necessary knowledge and tools is an integral any fraud they encounter amongst their Health Care Anti-fraud Assocolleagues. Most insurance companies util- ciation (aforsyth@chcaa.org).
part of a strong fraud containment strategy.
Benefits and Pensions Monitor – May 2008
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hen we think of people with life
threatening or debilitating diseases
that cannot afford treatment, the
Third World typically comes to mind.
International media regularly covers outbreaks of
diseases in Third World countries that could have
been prevented through routine vaccinations that
cost pennies, infections that could have been cured
with antibiotics that are easily affordable in developed countries, childhood deaths from dehydration,
and, of course, the crisis in obtaining treatment for
those affected by the HIV/AIDS epidemic in Africa.
Until recent years, stories of ordinary Canadians
who could not afford life-sustaining treatments were
unheard of, but now this is changing.
It is no longer front page news in Canada’s media
to read reports of costly medical costs incurred outof-province because of treatment delays or scarce
resources. Private and public healthcare sectors are
struggling to provide high quality care in the form
of prescription drugs and physician and hospital services in an environment of increasing demand for
services and more sophisticated products and services which are more effective than traditional treatments, but often more costly.

Catastrophic Drug Costs: The New
Meaning Of Comprehensive Coverage
HEALTHCARE
By: Denise Balch
& Elizabeth
du Quesnay
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The issue of providing prescription drug coverage Traditional Therapies
Treatment with these drugs enables people to
in the face of catastrophic expenses – both one time
and ongoing – should be of particular concern to Cana- live productive and relatively normal lives, where
dians. Provincial governments and private payer group traditional therapies fall short. Once viewed as
plans provide sometimes inconsistent and inequitable therapies of last resort, some biologics can show
coverage and Canadians can find themselves with a better outcomes when used early in treatment.
coverage gap for expenses they cannot afford. While In recent findings, patients who were treated for
the Canadian Life and Health Insurance Association Crohn’s disease and treated early with a biologic
reports that only two per cent of Canadians are unin- in a ‘step-down’ approach experienced a 60 per
sured, many more are at financial risk of catastrophic cent remission rate versus 39 per cent in the study
group who were treated with traditional therapies
expenses because of plan restrictions and limitations.
What is a catastrophic expense and why is the aver- and whose treatment was escalated to biologics
age Canadian unable to afford the coverage gap? A over time. However, catastrophic expenses are not
group of interested private payer representatives recently learned more
Figure 1
about catastrophic drug expenses
Incidence of Catastrophic Claims
from presenters at the February Benefits Breakfast Club meeting in Burl2002 and 2006
ington, ON. Attendees were told that
Number of
in 55 to 60 per cent of cases where
Dollar Amount of Claim
Year
drug costs are more than $10,000,
Claimants
individuals are being treated with
2002
986
a biologic drug. The research and
$10,000-14,999
production for this class of drugs is
2006
2,586
highly sophisticated and sensitive
which drives up the cost even more.
2002
1,243
Biologics deliver new and effec$15,000-$24,999
2006
3,877
tive treatments for diseases such
as Cancer, Crohn’s, Arthritis, and
2002
224
Multiple Sclerosis where the annual
$25,000 and over
cost of treatment can be upwards of
2006
944
$10,000 or more.
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all about biologics; 40 to 45 per cent of
individuals with drug costs greater than
$10,000 are not treated with biologics, but
suffer from one or more chronic diseases
for which they are using multiple prescription drugs.
In an environment where the majority of
Canadians has insurance, how can individuals find themselves in a position where they
face catastrophic drug expenses?
Where an individual is insured under
a group plan, the drug prescribed may not
be covered under the plan’s formulary; the
patient portion of drug costs or co-pays may
be above what they can afford; or they may
have reached their plan maximum.
Most provinces help with catastrophic
costs if the prescribed drug falls within eligibility criteria for provincial special drug
programs, but these programs often fall
short. At least four provincial special drug
programs, including Ontario, are payer
of last resort. There can be delays in adding approved drugs to formularies, long
approval processes, and coverage can be
means tested. Some pharmaceutical manufacturers have compassionate programs that
are designed to be coverage of last resort,
but an increasing reliance on these programs is putting them in jeopardy, placing
those who have no other funding alternatives at further risk.
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Catastrophic Expenses
This issue of catastrophic expenses is
not going away. Claiming trends within the
block of business for Emergis, which would
be typical of other pharmacy benefit managers, shows that the incidence of catastrophic
claims increased between 2002 and 2006.
(See Figure 1).
Understandably, most plan sponsors are
concerned about how high cost claims will
affect their ability to sustain group plans
under their current funding mechanisms. As
a result, the trend towards coverage limitations in group plans to mitigate the impact of
high cost claims is likely to continue unless
this risk is addressed. If plan sponsors are
concerned about their ability to fund high
cost claims, then how can the average Canadian employee be expected to do so?
The philosophy of limiting coverage
in group plans at the very time employees
need it most defeats the basic philosophy of
group benefits programs and is a disservice
to those employees most in need. Special
drug programs offered by the provinces are
not currently comprehensive or efficient
enough to meet the needs of Canadians. If
compassionate programs are to be sustainable, they should be reserved only for those
who have no other alternatives. A permanent and workable solution is needed to
protect the health and financial security of

Canadians while ensuring the viability of
employer sponsored benefit plans.
Dictate Financial Solution
What are the options?
The provinces could step in, as they
have done in Quebec, and dictate a financial solution to private industry. Is that in
the best interest of the private healthcare
sector, plan sponsors, and employees?
Individual catastrophic drug plan products could be developed and marketed, but
would not protect a large enough sector of
the population.
Or the private sector could work together
to address this growing crisis, proactively
and in partnership. This challenge presents
a unique opportunity to develop a creative
solution to remove the financial burden
of catastrophic pharmaceutical care from
Individual employers and
employees and provide comprehensive catastrophic drug
coverage to privately insured,
working Canadians.
n
Denise Balch is president
(denisebalch@connexhc.
com) and Elizabeth du
Quesnay is a workplace health
specialist (eduquesnay@connexhc.com) at Connex Health.
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ith the abolition of mandatory retirement in Ontario last December, in
Newfoundland and Labrador as of
May 26, 2007, and with legislation
soon to come in force in British Columbia (January
1, 2008) and Saskatchewan (May 17, 2008), most
jurisdictions across Canada now generally prohibit
age discrimination in employment (at least beyond
a minimum age of 18 or 19). The exceptions are
the federal jurisdiction and the Maritime provinces
which permit mandatory retirement if it is pursuant to a bona fide pension plan (an issue soon to be
before the Supreme Court of Canada in the Potash
Corporation case).
So, what does this mean for pension plans? Is it
possible that a pension plan, whether a registered
pension plan or a non-registered supplemental pension plan, could contravene statutory prohibitions
against age discrimination? The answer lies in examining the manner in which a pension plan functions
vis-a-vis age and also the exemptions in legislation.
The main thesis of this article is that pension plans
are inherently discriminatory by reason of age, insofar as the value of benefits provided under a pension
plan varies based on the age of a member.

($50,000 X 2% X 10 = $10,000). The lump
sum value of the benefit increases with age (the
amount of cash required to purchase a $10,000
lifetime benefit at age 65 is far greater for a
member who is currently age 62 versus a member who is age 45.) The plan can, therefore, be
said to discriminate by reason of age.
u A flat dollar DB plan – Here, the monthly benefit
equals $50 times years of service. The same logic
as with the FAE plan above applies. For the member with 10 years’ service, the value of a $500
monthly benefit is far greater for a 60-year-old
than for a 50-year-old. This is another example of
age discrimination.
u A DC plan to which the employer contributes five
per cent of pay for each member. Take two members, both earning $50,000. One is age 25 and the
other age 60. Both receive a $2,500 contribution
into their pension plan. It’s the same amount of
money, but the value for the 25-year-old is far
greater in terms of the amount of pension it can
purchase at age 65 because of the opportunity for
compounding of investment returns for the next
40 years. Here is another arguable case of age
discrimination!

Pensions From Age To Age:
Inherently Discriminatory
Pension
By: Mark
Newton
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Clear Exemptions
Therefore, if legislation that prohibits age
discrimination in employment does not include
clear exemptions for pension plans, there could
be human rights challenges to some pension plan
provisions.
Let’s examine a few examples of Defined Benefit
(DB) plans and Defined Contribution (DC) plans:
u A two per cent final average earnings (FAE)
DB pension plan – A member with FAE of
$50,000 and 10 years’ service has earned an
annual benefit payable at age 65 of $10,000

All of the above designs of pension plan result in
differential treatment of plan members by reason of
age. The DB at age 65 has a different lump sum value
depending upon a member’s age. The DC contribution has a different buying power for members of
different ages. Take two members of different ages
in any type of pension plan and, with all other factors being equal, you will clearly see age discrimination in operation. The degree of age discrimination
becomes even more pronounced in the case of a pension plan that provides early retirement incentives or
bridge benefits based on age.
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Human Rights
The next question to address is whether
such discrimination contravenes the prohibitions in human rights legislation against
age discrimination in employment. Each
province’s legislation is slightly different
regarding the permissibility of age discrimination.
Consider Ontario’s new regime. A
year before Ontario abolished mandatory
retirement, the government consulted with
the public and with industry experts. I
participated on a small panel focused on
the implications of abolishing mandatory
retirement on pension and benefit plans.
We explained in considerable detail how
the regime in Ontario would have to be
modified to effectively deal with pension
and benefit plans. The government listened, but, in the end as is apparent by its
skeletal drafting job, did not follow our
recommendations. The result is a circuitous scheme that continues to have many
gaps, both for pensions and other benefit
plans.
The Ontario Human Rights Code states
that everyone has a right to equal treatment with respect to employment by reason
of age. The definition of ‘age’ in the code
was amended as of December 12, 2006, by
removing the reference to age 65.

Another section in the code clarifies
that this right to equal treatment is not
infringed by a pension plan that complies
with the Ontario Employment Standards
Act (ESA). The ESA, in turn, prohibits
discrimination in pension and other benefits plans by reason of age, sex, or marital
status, except as prescribed in the regulations to the ESA.
First’, the definition of ‘age’ in the
ESA regulations was not amended – it
still contains a cap of 65. The ESA regulations also provide a lengthy list of design
features that are exempted from the general prohibitions in the ESA and the code.
These features could otherwise constitute
a prohibited form of age discrimination.
Under these regulations, pension plans
are permitted to make differentiations
made ‘on an actuarial basis’ because of
age, relating to rates of contributions to
DC plans and DB plans and to benefits
paid to employees, if otherwise permissible under the Ontario Pension Benefits
Act (PBA).
Permissible Differentiations
One is then required to refer to the
PBA to determine what are permissible
differentiations, while at the same time
keeping in mind that the exemptions
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under the ESA are, for the most part,
limited to differentiations made on an
actuarial basis. In addition, there are
other exemptions relating to setting normal and early retirement dates under the
PBA or otherwise.
The complexity of this regime creates
unnecessary uncertainty. It would have
been better had Ontario simply amended
its legislation to be similar to the provisions soon to be in effect in British Columbia.
The B.C. Human Rights Code, as of
January 1, 2008, will prohibit mandatory
retirement and other forms of age discrimination in employment, but not “as it relates
to a bona fide retirement, superannuation,
or pension plan.” Much simpler and much
more effective than Ontario’s piecemeal
and complex statutory regime!
Employers across Canada should review
the age discrimination provisions in each
jurisdiction where they have employees and
their application of those rules to their pension plans. There are some surprises awaiting anyone who undertakes a
serious examination.
n
Mark Newton is with Heenan
Blaikie LLP (mnewton@
heenan.ca).
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2008 CPBI Benefit Ball
Supports the Crohn’s and Colitis
Foundation of Canada
A luau of a good time!
The 2008 CPBI Benefit Ball – Aloha Luau – held at the
Liberty Grand on February 7, was truly an island
experience to remember.
Despite Toronto’s relentless snow, over 300 guests arrived
to the wondrous sights and sounds of Hawaii. Guests
were all smiles at the Tiki Hut snapping photos with
friends, Hawaiian dancers and the cutest cockatiel ever.

ACTIVITY SPONSORS

An industry extravaganza
Celebrating a true island experience

Thank you to all our sponsors and
supporters for making the 2008 Benefit Ball
such a wonderful success.

Special performances by the Hawaiian
Pacific Dancers and Band added a twist
when guests joined in the fun, learning
the art of hula dancing.
From cocktail reception to the luscious
luau menu, exciting raffle prizes and
silent auction, great fun was had by all,
raising over $130,000 for the Crohn’s and
Colitis Foundation of Canada (CCFC).

Voted best dancer, Dr. Kevin Glasgow, CEO, CCFC, demonstrates
his new-found hula moves with the Hawaiian Pacific Dancers.

You won’t want to miss the 2009 CPBI
Benefit Ball – it just keeps getting better
all the time.

MEDIA SPONSORS

DÉCOR BY
Designing Trendz

Ontario Regional Council of the Canadian Pension and Benefits Institute
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oo much of our time is spent carting
around employee issues and problems and
not enough time horsing around with strategy and long term planning. This article
speaks to horses and carts and why the horse should
always come before the cart in the world of human
resources and Total Rewards.
What Is Total Rewards?
Total Rewards is the sum of all the programs
that touch employees and create value of employment. Not only the program itself, but also the mode
of delivery and communications. Clear examples
include a bonus plan or group benefits while less
obvious examples include employee discounts,
summer hours, or a subsidized cafeteria. The totality of the Total Rewards strategy can be viewed as
the employer dialogue with employees, and how
employees come to understand a company culture,
whether good bad or indifferent. The ultimate goal
of a Total Rewards program is to positively impact
individual choices – whether one chooses to work
for an organization, continue their career there, or
excel at their job. In short, it’s to attract, retain, and
motivate.

High Growth And Employee Attraction
With high growth, there are a lot of moving parts,
balls in air, and fires to fight. Everyone is on a learning curve with lots of questions, data integrity is a
concern and employee policies and procedures are
still a work in progress. In short, there is organized
chaos with a lot of hard work for everyone. This is
the environment that new hires are introduced into
and asked to be productive in as soon as possible.
To feed this growth, a company must create marketing tools that target employees of other organizations. The marketing tools need to be attractive,
innovative, or rich enough to create the momentum
of swaying employees to move from one employer
to another.
It starts with compensation which is the basic
‘cost to acquire.’ When enticing a candidate, it is
typically a premium of 10 per cent to 20 per cent
more than their current base salary. Creating enough
risk-taking momentum to leave a secure job certainly
requires financial justification. Over time, a heavy
recruiting company will find its overall base salary
payroll above market. The Total Rewards strategy
should support this fact by proactively outlining a
pay practice that promotes the out-bidding against

Total Rewards Strategies To
Fit Need: Attract Or Retain
COMPENSATION
By: Steven Osiel
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To showcase my points, I outline two examples
of how a Total Rewards strategy can be designed to
match the HR objectives and business environment.
The first example is of a high growth company with
an overall objective of attracting new employees.
The second example outlines a business after the
growth has slowed and the task of retaining employees, especially high performing employees, is paramount.

other employers to give it the hiring edge. In turn,
this will also give recruiters the latitude to search
and secure top performers.
The attraction to a company can be further supported through the annual bonus plan. A bonus plan
with a high target opportunity adds significantly to the
allure of the compensation package. ‘We have a higher
target than your current plan’ are words recruiters love
to say and candidates love to hear. Taken further, the
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actual payout is contingent on performance
and the good news is that growing companies typically perform well. ‘And we have
paid out a bonus in the past three years and
are expecting to pay again this year’ is icing
on the attraction cake.
Sense Of Security
The Total Rewards strategy for group
benefits is simple – create a basic plan with
no waiting period and a no hassle approach.
A basic plan (below market even) will not
hurt the recruiting strategy since Canadians
generally do not choose an employer based
on the robustness of a health benefits plan.
To prove my case, the fine points of the benefits plan are typically not provided to candidates until after the first date of hire.
Immediate enrolment is not strictly for
the benefit of the new hire. By acknowledging a less than perfect data management
and resources availability, it is actually detrimental to impose a three-month waiting
period. Identifying new hires and securing
enrolment forms is difficult to repeat without error even in the best of times. Under
a no hassle strategy, it is prudent and less
confusing to process the benefits enrolment
at the same time as the payroll enrolment.
Besides, the sense of security a new hire is
offered with no break in health coverage for
her and her family, especially with no questions or exceptions required, must count for
something.
When viewed as part of the Total
Rewards strategy, the money not spent on
benefits can go to pay for the higher cost
of base salary. A basic plan, when delivered hassle free, can create more value than
a richer and more complicated plan that is
not delivering as promised. The moral of
the story is making sure claims are paid on
a timely basis wins the day.
The same logic applies to the pension
plan. The level of company contribution
does not have to be rich, but the pension
plan should be effective on the first day of
employment. A pension plan creates stability over long-term employment and, with
high growth, most of new hires are still
unproven in this regard. If the Total Rewards
strategy is heavily weighted towards immediacy, pensions must take a back seat as a
form of deferred compensation.
Design a pension plan with immediate enrolment and a two-year vest so that
employees participate, but do not own the
contributions, for a considerable length of
time. Any employee turnover in the two
years returns the employer contributions
back to the company. This forfeiture can
offset future pension contributions and,
when costed in conjunction with the broader
strategy, the differential further subsidizes
the base salary and bonus plan. A three per
Benefits and Pensions Monitor – May 2008

cent plan with a 25 per cent turnover rate
over two years, actually only costs the plan
2.25 per cent of salary.
Summer hours, cafeteria subsidies,
and maternity leave programs speak volumes about the attitudes and culture of the
organization and are highly regarded by
employees. At times, these programs are
more influential than many of the traditional
programs. From a cost-benefit perspective,
the perceived value created by these pro-

grams far outweighs their costs, even in
comparison to such heavy hitters as group
benefits or the annual bonus plan. These
value-added, non-cash programs focus the
attention on the positive attributes of a wooing organization by carrying key messages
such as ‘We believe in work-life balance’
or ‘wellness is important.’ All else being
equal, these programs may be the deciding
factor in finalizing employment. Actions
speak louder than words.
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A Final Thought
The Total Rewards attraction strategy
should lean towards funding performance
based programs over non-performance based
programs. Group benefits and pension plans
are intended for all employees to equally
participate and enjoy the benefits. The reality is that executives are more willing to fund
performance based programs above market
if they understand that the added expense is
funded from non-performance based programs. Of course, each industry varies, but
the rule generally applies.
But be forewarned, a lack of attention
to programs such as training and development, career succession planning and performance management may come back to
haunt you if the attraction strategy continues for too long and ‘new employees’ start
turning into ‘employees.’
To summarize, an attraction strategy
should:
u Shift program design and cost structure
to point of entry to wash new employees
with company love immediately.
u Not cost more than it has to by funding
any excesses with below market longterm employment programs. If you try
to fund both, you will fund neither well
and certainly not to meet your strategic
objectives.
Employee Retention
In this scenario, the organization is more
settled, with more experience, processes, and
policies to draw upon. The constant introduction of new faces has slowed and the staff
can focus on fulfilling the business objectives. Good performers are starting to prove
themselves. Don’t be fooled, there are still
balls in the air and everyone is still working
hard, just on other pressing matters.
An attraction strategy certainly won’t fit
to retain employees. If your Total Rewards
programs have no growth-with-service features or attention to career development,
then they haven’t changed since the date of
hire and you may be in trouble. Here are
some suggestions.
When it comes to compensation, any
pay differential above market achieved by
switching employers will erode over time to
market rate through the annual (read nominal) market movement pay adjustments. A
strategy to limit an employee from ‘sampling’ the market (looking for a better paying job) should include a formal recognition and performance management program
that rewards, financially or otherwise, good
performance. And this should not be done
passively either. On the contrary, employees should be made aware of the company’s
intentions to maintain a competitive salary
policy that aims to limit the financial gains
of jumping ship. For example, I recommend
52

going well above the four per cent to six
per cent for star performance on the annual
merit increase. Four per cent is recognition, but does not pack a financial punch. A
broad policy campaign will work magic on
all employees who wish to partake in financial success earned with performance. Best
yet, a culture of recognition and true payfor-performance may take hold. Not everybody wins Canadian Idol, but certainly a lot
of people try.

‘Group benefits and
pension plans are
intended for all employees
to equally participate
and enjoy the benefits.’
An annual bonus plan should remain part
of the Total Rewards strategy. As cash based
programs are balanced with programs that
foster loyalty, career advancement, and other
non-tangibles, it is not necessary for the
bonus plan to exceed the market. Through
the plan, employees should be able to contribute to the company story and financial
success. From a cost perspective, the bonus
should not be so rich as to limit the ability –
psychologically or financially – to introduce
other more relevant non-cash programs.
Long-term Service
A retention strategy influences long-term
service and this is where group benefits and a
pension plan play a stronger role. These nonperformance based programs speak to the
overall well-being of the person, not just the
employee within. Taken further, programs
designed to fulfill the needs of the person –
training and education, career advancement,
wellness programs, and company share plans
– foster tremendous pride and loyalty for
one’s company. I have listened to employees
who proudly state that they are paid a salary at market rate when indeed they are not.
However, the sense of loyalty, accomplishment, and pride make up for any variance
in base salary. Healthy pension and group
benefits plans certainly help to generate this
culture and a sense of loyalty.
To add flavour, structure these programs
to increase in value with service. For example, additional flex credits on the group benefits side or additional RRSP contributions
on the pension side should do the trick.
Whether you are trying to attract new
employees or retain existing employees,
programs such as summer hours, cafeteria
subsidies, and maternity leave are equally
excellent to suit your objectives. Once tailored to the wants of your population, the
costs are generally lower and controllable

as the design is generally more flexible. A
new initiative should be promoted as nonrecurring with a specified end date. When
(or if) the program is to be ended, it should
be replaced with a new program of similar
cost to suit current employee needs. By this
strategy, employees are given a voice and
the company has proof that it is listening.
Your retention strategy should:
u Focus on longer term programs that
take care of the person, and not just the
employee.
u Diversify the portfolio of non-cash programs while holding steady the cash
based programs.
u Identify the intended audience and centre the strategies and programs around
that group.
u Like the attraction strategy, don’t pay
more than necessary.
Still, you won’t please everyone every
time, so you must ground your Total
Rewards strategy in the reality of available
resources and funds. One suggestion is to
analyze employee turnover rates by years
of service and focus your strategies around
natural employee turnover trends. Turnover
typically occurs in the first year of service
and then spikes again between three and
five years of service. After five years of
service, turnover starts to trickle off so that
by 10 years, it rarely happens voluntarily.
Knowing this, develop objectives to shift
the turnover curve from three and five to
four to six years of service. For example,
increasing the pension contribution at three
and then five years of service will better
retain employees than doing the same at the
four- and eight-year mark. It may cost more,
but the returns should justify the means.
Developing a Total Rewards strategy to
meet your HR and business objectives ultimately comes down to a holistic view and
common sense. While all this makes sense
in retrospect, the trick is to make it make
sense in advance and do something about it.
Transitioning from one Total Rewards strategy to another, now that is a whole other
article in itself.
Three final away points to consider:
u Companies should design programs
based on a broader Total Rewards strategy that reflects the HR and business
objectives.
u Total Reward strategies are not interchangeable.
u One strategy should not cost more than
another. It comes down to how to divide
the same pot of money to meet your
needs.
n
Steven Osiel is vice-president,
total rewards, at Pal Benefits
Inc. sosiel@palbenefits.com
or 416-969-8588
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Conferences
How attitudes and behaviours affect an
organization and employee health and wellbeing will be one of the areas covered at
HRPAO Professional Development Programs’ ‘Bottom-line Results in Health
and Safety: Build a Positive Health and
Safety Culture.’ The session will examine
how taking a holistic, behavioural approach
can affect bottom-line results. It takes place
May 26 and 27 in Toronto, ON. Visit: http://
www.hrpao.org/
  
‘The Face of Change’ is this year’s theme
for the Canada’s Venture Capital & Private
Equity Association’s Annual Conference.
The conference will include presentations
and panel discussions with equal emphasis
on both venture capital and private equity
issues. Close to 500 industry professionals and influencers from across the country
and the U.S. are expected to attend. It takes
place May 28 to 30 in Montreal, QC. Visit:
www.cvca.ca
The International Foundation of Employee
Benefit Plans’ French Investment Institute is set for May 29 in Montreal, QC. It
features presentation on investment topics
affecting pension funds, offered completely
in French. Visit: http://www.ifebp.org/
frenchinvestments

Obituaries

William (Bill) Lothian Davidson Cuthbert
November 11, 1944 – January 31, 2008

B

ill Cuthbert passed away Thursday, January 31, 2008, at the age of 63 after a sudden,
short, and courageous battle with cancer.
Born in Dunfermline, Scotland, he came to Canada with his family in 1954 and settled
in Vancouver, BC. He attended the University of British Columbia where he received a
Bachelor of Science degree.
He began his career as an actuary in 1965 in London, ON, eventually becoming vicepresident, pensions, at London Life.
In 1991, he and his family moved to Calgary, AB, where he became a managing consultant for Watson Wyatt.
After retiring in 2002, he spent his retirement years golfing, traveling with his wife
Pat, and spending time at their cabin in Windermere, BC, with their children and grandchildren.
He is survived by his wife of more than 40 years Pat, his two sons Sean (Susan) and
Scott (Robin), daughter Laura (Warren), and grandchildren Erik and Paige.
n

The Changing Institutional Landscape will be the topic at a Toronto CFA
Society event in Oakville-Mississauga.
Harry S. Marmer, executive vice-president, institutional investment services, at
Hillsdale Investment Management Inc.,
will discuss a number of issues that are
causing the landscape of the institutional
business to change. It takes place May
29 in Oakville, ON. Visit: http://www.
torontocfa.ca
Purdy Crawford, chair of the Investors
Committee examining third-party asset
backed commercial paper, is the keynote
speaker at the 11th Annual Asset Securitization Forum, Canadian securitization
and the global credit crunch and choosing
between ABCP and term funding. It takes
place June 1 to 4 in Mont Tremblant, QC.
Visit: www.insightinfo.com
Leading legal experts will discuss pension
insolvency, bankruptcy, and other pertinent concerns at the pension governance
session June 2 to 4 in Toronto, ON. Other
sessions will look at the characteristics that
make up a successful board of directors and
how to prepare for and follow up after a
governance audit. Visit: http://www.federatedpress.com/fpweb/		
n
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T

he hedge fund world is made up of as diverse
a group of individuals as you are ever going
to find, employing wildly different, and
often conflicting, strategies and approaches,
across different markets, and applying different time
horizons. Yet, this spring many fund managers have
coalesced around championing a study from Zhaodong Zhong, at Penn State University, titled
‘Why Does Hedge Fund Alpha Decrease
Over Time? Evidence from Individual
Hedge Funds.’ The study contains
both good and bad news for the
hedge fund investor.
Good News
First, let’s look at the good
news which comes from some
initially bad news – that hedge
fund risk-adjusted returns (alpha)
have been declining recently. Zhong
quantifies what many market
participants have voiced
that the performance difference between good and
bad funds, as measured by

ported by the numbers. There are as many ‘bad’
hedge fund managers today as there were in the
1990s. Rather, Zhong looks at the ‘capacity constraint’ argument which links a decline in alpha to
the increase in total assets under management. This
diminishing returns to scale hypothesis holds true in
two ways:
◆ at the broader strategy level as an increase
in asset flows to profitable hedge fund
strategies means that there is increasing competition for a limited number of profitable opportunities
◆ at the smaller fund level, as top
performing funds grow too rapidly
to profitably invest their new funds
He finds that, not surprisingly, investors chase alpha and
that funds with a large positive
alpha attract more new money than
do those funds with a negative alpha.
Smaller funds are able to absorb this flow
of new dollars and, for them, the flow of new
money has a positive impact on the fund’s future performance. For large funds, the opposite is true as new
money has a negative impact on future performance.

There Is No Hedge Fund Bubble… Yet
THE BACK
PAGE
By: Jim Helik
Jim Helik is co-author
of ‘Strategic Wealth
Conversion,’ a
textbook published
by the Canadian
Securities Institute.
He also teaches at
the School of
Business, Ryerson
University in Toronto.
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returns or alpha, has been declining. He notes that
this decline has been particularly pronounced in the
past few years. Average alphas for hedge funds were
0.49 per cent per month in the 1994-1996 period
and 0.47 per cent per month between 1997-1999,
falling to 0.37 per month in 2000-2002 and a low of
0.07 per cent per month in 2003-2005.
But, all hedge funds, and fund managers, are
not alike. In his examination of 8,000 existing and
defunct hedge funds or funds-of-funds, Zhong finds
that the upper percentiles of distribution of fund
returns and alpha have decreased substantially from
the first period (the 1990s) to the last period (today).
By comparison, the lower percentiles of the distribution have not changed significantly.
If these results were plotted on a graph, this would
show that the right side of the graph (those funds
that have a positive alpha) has shrunk over time,
while the left side of the distribution (those funds
with a negative alpha) has remained constant.
Therefore, Zhong concludes that the reason that alpha has declined over time
comes from a decreasing proportion of funds that are capable
of producing large and
positive alpha.
So the concept that
there is a ‘hedge
fund bubble’ which
has attracted a group
of new, inexperienced
money managers to the
industry who set up shop and
subsequently underperform, is not sup-

Capacity Constraints
At the broader strategy level, there is also evidence that there are capacity constraints at this level
as the flow of new money into a formerly profitable
strategy just makes it difficult for all funds applying
that strategy to make money in the future.
So while we can all, perhaps, be happy that there is
no hedge fund bubble attracting underperforming money
managers, it is also true that average alphas and returns
for everybody have consistently declined over time.
So picking the right fund has become far more
important in today’s world of falling returns, and yet,
at the same time, it becomes more difficult to just
judge a fund by its past performance.
■
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GE Asset Management

We make buying
the world a bit easier.
easier
Start with a disciplined, research-driven investment process.
Add access to the local economic and market insights of GE business leaders around the world.
The result? The confidence to invest in today’s complex, global marketplace.
Tap into the power of GE. Let us help you buy the world.
keith.smith@corporate.ge.com - Tel: (905) 858-6683 or
louis-daniel.desjardins@ge.com - Tel: (514) 394-2936
www geam.com
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If we were in Landscaping,
the lawns
would be impeccable.

T

o be successful in any business, attention to detail is crucial. And this is especially true

when it comes to providing retirement services for your employees. At Great-West Life we
are completely committed to the highest principles of accountability and providing superior,
reliable group retirement services. If you want your group retirement plan to run as smoothly
as you wish everything else did, give us a call at 1-800-452-0025 or visit www.grsaccess.com

Retirement solutions that never stop working

Great-West Life and the key design are trademarks of The Great-West Life Assurance Company (Great-West), used under licence by its subsidiaries, London Life Insurance Company (London Life) and
The Canada Life Assurance Company (Canada Life). Group retirement, savings and payout annuity products are underwritten by London Life and Canada Life respectively, and marketed and serviced by Great-West.

